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Abstract 

 This paper uses three Chinese cultural performances as a lens through which to study 

how China has navigated the global system of Western modernity in order to present a successful 

image in the Chinese state’s CCTV Chinese New Year Galas and 2008 Beijing Olympics 

Opening Ceremony. I draw from Guy Debord’s theory of the Spectacle to unpack the implicit 

ideologies which permeate these spectacular performances. Beyond understanding the events’ 

role as propaganda, my work attempts to read the state’s unnamed ideologies. The Spectacle of 

modernity reveals itself throughout the cultural performances in the forms of liberal democracy, 

universalism and capitalism. I read China’s ideology of modernity as an application of William 

Callahan’s theory of Chinese “pessoptimism,” indicative of an implicit standard of 

Westernization as modernity caused by China’s history of colonial humiliations at the hands of 

Western powers. 
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Introduction 

 On August 8, 2008, I came home from school and excitedly set up the VHS recorder on 

our family’s old television in the downstairs den in anticipation of that evening’s events, making 

sure the tape I selected was completely empty. For the next three hours, I fidgeted around my 

house, with only one thought in my head: the 2008 Beijing Olympics had finally arrived. My 

anticipation had begun building over the previous year, as the gifts my family friends brought me 

from China became Beijing 2008 keychains and commemorative photobooks. The five Beijing 

2008 mascots figured prominently on my fifth-grade presentation on China just one year earlier. 

For a second-generation Chinese American growing up in Albuquerque, New Mexico, this was a 

process of developing ethnic pride. 

 That night, my entire family crowded around our TV to catch a glimpse of China’s 

Olympic moment, or at least the one part that attracted our clan of non-athletically inclined 华侨 

(huá qiáo, overseas Chinese): the Opening Ceremony. For this event, no understanding of the 

rules of sport were necessary, nor did national rivalries factor into the grandeur of the moment. 

More importantly, the Ceremony featured little Mandarin, and the parts which did were either 

translated, per IOC regulations, or explained by the NBC commentators. The technology, 

costumes, orchestration, choreography, and cinematography of the performance dazzled me and 

awakened within me a pride in my Chineseness beyond anything I’d developed over the previous 

10 years of my life. The magnitude and splendor of the Opening Ceremony uniquely allured me 

beyond other aspects of Chinese culture. It was perhaps paralleled only by the Chinese Central 

Television (CCTV) Lunar New Year, or Spring Festival, Gala (中央电视台春节晚会, 

zhōngyāng diànshìtái chūnjié wǎnhuì), a massive annual, 4+ hour-long variety show featuring 

songs and skits. 
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 The Lunar New Year, celebrated throughout East and Southeast Asia and the diasporas, 

occurs every year around February. In China, this holiday is a time to return home and be with 

family, especially for urban migrant workers whose homes are often in the rural countryside. In 

Albuquerque, a city with a relatively small Chinese population, the Chinese New Year 

celebration was a chance to gather together at the University of New Mexico with the various 

disparate enclaves of Chinese New Mexicans: to dress in Tang dynasty-style costumes, eat 

homecooked Chinese food, and watch the Gala. Despite my limited linguistic and social 

understanding of China then, which at times rendered the Gala confusing and foreign, the 

celebratory atmosphere and cultural pride needed no translation. 

 To a young Chinese American boy growing up with little societal affirmation that his 

heritage was beautiful or worthy of pride, these grandiose cultural performances shouted that 

Chinese culture was indeed important enough to steal four hours of NBC’s primetime television 

slots or to spend half of our day in silk dress in a university auditorium. It was then that I took on 

a deep fascination with the production and reception of cultural images. 

 My positive image of China was radically different from other images of China I’ve 

encountered in years since. From metaphors of sleeping dragons to dangerous rivals, the rise of 

China has not been hailed with as much celebration as the 2008 Beijing Olympics. Some 

narratives about China have gained more traction and success than others. What can the images 

of Chinese culture depicted in the Olympic opening ceremony and CCTV Chinese New Year 

Galas tell us about China’s place in international politics? 

In this work, I consider how state-sponsored cultural performances function as 

spectacular sites, linking national history and national identity. How are these cultural events 

used by the Chinese state to interpret the past in shaping a new/modern national identity? In 
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doing so, I will analyze videos of three state-sponsored cultural performances that had captivated 

myself, domestic Chinese audiences, and the world: the 2008 Beijing Olympic Opening 

Ceremony and segments of the 2008 and 2018 CCTV Chinese New Year Galas.  

I analyze these three cultural texts primarily because of their connection to the 2008 

Beijing Olympics. As I will describe later, the Beijing Olympics were hailed with much 

anticipation as a moment for China to reemerge on the international stage: this cultural event was 

instrumental in shaping China’s political image. The 2008 CCTV Spring Festival Gala provides 

a more candid domestic discussion of the Olympics’ importance to Chinese audiences. I put this 

in conversation with a 2018 Gala segment, performed ten years later. This gap in time will help 

to gain a fuller understanding of China’s identity. 

Through my analysis of these texts, I argue these performances reveal Westernization’s 

profound influence over China’s implicit ideology of modernity. This ideology functions as a 

Debordian Spectacle, the system within which media images are produced. Despite China’s 

attempts to assert itself as an alternative to the West, it is still unable to fully divorce itself from 

Western modernity. This is not to say that China has embraced Western modernity wholesale, 

but rather that achieving parity with the West requires some level of conformance with Western 

ideals. 

Secondly, I argue that these performances embrace elements of Western liberal 

democracy and imperialism because China is still caught up in the humiliations of its past, an 

attitude which China scholar William Callahan terms “pessoptimism.” My argument thus 

extends Callahan’s theory to reveal pessoptimism at work in the construction of the Chinese 

state’s narratives. 
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Callahan’s Pessoptimism 

In this work, I will engage with William Callahan’s theory of “pessoptimism.” He argues 

that understanding China’s failures during its “Century of Humiliation” is key to understanding 

its rise and success. China has made large economic and political strides in this century which 

are worthy of celebration. At the same time, however, the Chinese state’s “national humiliation 

education” has expanded,1 through both history textbooks2 and popular films and museum 

exhibits.3 This curriculum enforces an image of China needing to defend itself against the world, 

centered around China’s litany of invasions, wars, unequal treaties, and economic colonization at 

the hands of foreign powers that occurred from 1840-1949.  

The most prominent focal point of this Century of Humiliation has been the treaty port 

system resulting from China’s losses in the 1842 and 1860 Opium Wars. China lost the wars to 

Britain, and, in the Treaty of Nanjing, ceded Hong Kong to Britain and opened five trading ports 

to British traders.4 Similar agreements were later reached with the United States through the 

Treaty of Wanghia and with France through the Treaty of Whampoa.5 The ensuing treaty-port 

system, in place for about one hundred years until the end of World War II, allowed foreign 

traders to do as they pleased with no regard for local laws.6 Chinese humiliation textbooks also 

feature the Sino-Japanese War, the Boxer Uprising, Japanese invasions, and the Nanjing 

Massacre as additional moments of humiliation from 1840-1949.7 

The prominence of humiliation in the construction of Chinese national identity leads 

Callahan to label China a “pessoptimist” nation. He asserts that this attitude is not merely state-

                                                
1 William Callahan, China: The Pessoptimist Nation (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 12. 
2 Ibid, 33. 
3 Ibid, 46-50. 
4 Jonathan Spence, The Search for Modern China, 3rd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 2013), 158-160 
5 Ibid, 160. 
6 Ibid, 158. 
7 Callahan, 38-39. 
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created. Rather, the Chinese Communist Party’s curriculum of humiliation has succeeded 

because it resonates with existing popular rhetoric and attitudes around national honor and 

shame. In the early twentieth century, before the establishment of the People’s Republic of China 

(PRC), non-state organizations, and not the Party, propagated this discourse.8 The centrality of 

national humiliation in national identity runs deep for both the State and the populous. 

I find Callahan’s assessment of China’s pessoptimism useful in this work because it helps 

to set a baseline for understanding Chinese cultural performances. Without this framework, the 

remembrance of humiliation in celebratory environments, as I will discuss in Chapter 1, makes 

little sense. 

 

Debord’s Spectacle 

Throughout this thesis, I will be making use of Guy Debord’s theory of the Spectacle, 

introduced in his 1967 seminal work, The Society of the Spectacle. Writing with the relatively 

new media-saturated consumer culture in mind, he argues that Spectacle is “a social relation 

between people that is mediated by images.”9 The Spectacle is not media images themselves, 

such as movies or television, but rather the capitalist society which generates those images. 

These images can be viewed as distractions from the very essence of the Spectacle: they pacify 

audiences from considering the true nature of the system they live in. The result is a society in 

which “the passive gaze of images supplants active social participation.”10  

I am utilizing a Debordian framework to analyze cultural performances because it offers 

a useful relationship between images and systems. Images, like the 2008 Beijing Olympic 

                                                
8 Ibid, 25. 
9 Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (Detroit: Black and Red, 1967).  
10 Kevin Fox Gotham and Daniel A. Krier, “From the Culture Industry to the Society of the Spectacle: Critical 
Theory and the Situationist International,” Current Perspectives in Social Theory 25 (Bingley: Emerald, 2008), 157. 
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Opening Ceremony, impact viewers beyond the simple act of consumption: they do something in 

viewers’ minds. They most often normalize and desensitize consumers to the systems they live 

in. Images, then, become a window into these national and international systems which would 

otherwise remain invisible.  

In this thesis, I will capitalize the term Spectacle when I write in the Debordian sense for 

clarity. References to grand cultural performances themselves, in the popular sense, will utilize 

the lowercase. The two are not mutually exclusive, but it will be useful to distinguish between a 

performance itself and the effect it has on the audience. 

The Spectacle parallels Althusser’s conception of ideology as the “imaginary relationship 

of individuals to their real conditions of existence”.11 Ideologies come to rule, Althusser argues, 

through the Ideological State Apparatuses (ISA) which hold power at that time: they are not 

destined by divine appointment to be predominant in any given era. Rather, ISAs (i.e. churches, 

trade unions, media systems) establish and maintain their power over society through ideologies. 

These ideologies demarcate that which is natural and acceptable from that which is forbidden 

and unnatural in a society. Within the Spectacle, images which reinforce the dominant ideologies 

of society are regarded as objective truth and reality. I view the 2008 Beijing Olympics as one 

such ISA which upholds the ideology, or Spectacle, of Western modernity. 

In this work, Western modernity manifests in two forms: liberal democracy and 

capitalism. I define liberal democracy as the sum of its two parts: liberalism and democracy.12 

Liberalism is the tenant of political philosophy which espouses a limited government and the 

protection of the private sphere. Democracy, on the other hand, refers to the method of 

governance: the rule by people. The two are not inextricably linked: liberalism can exist outside 

                                                
11 Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1971). 
12 Sylvia Chan, Liberalism, Democracy, and Development (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 39. 
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of democracies, and democratic societies are not always liberal. These systems of government, 

most often located in the West, often espouse embracing capitalism and free market economics 

as the application of liberal philosophy to the economy. Again, capitalism is not completely 

linked to democracy or liberalism. 

This thesis joins other works which have analyzed the Beijing Olympics as a Spectacle. 

Anne-Marie Brady argues that the CCP used the Beijing Olympics as a campaign of mass 

distraction to shore up support for the Party, especially among the younger generations who 

might be more easily susceptible to pro-democracy sentiments given the contemporary national 

issues of inflation, unemployment, and political corruption.13 Similarly, C.R. Pramod argues the 

CCP used the event to stabilize the relationship between the state, the market, and the people.14 

Belinda Kong similarly argues that the Beijing Olympics functioned as a Spectacle which 

affirmed the power of the elites at the expenses of the migrant workers who were forced out of 

the city to make room for the very Olympic stadiums they were then hired to build.15 

The aforementioned works, however, are concerned with how the whole Olympic Games 

as a mega-event functioned as a Spectacle and engage with the Olympics essentially as mass 

propaganda campaigns. There is great value in understanding this aspect of the Games. My 

analysis of the Spectacle, however, goes beyond propaganda – the Olympics aren’t just a 

presentation of nationalism, which is clearly shown in the performance. These performances 

reveal an invisible state ideology. 

 

                                                
13 Anne-Marie Brady, "The Beijing Olympics as a Campaign of Mass Distraction," The China Quarterly, no. 197 
(2009): 1-24. 
14 C.R. Pramod, “The ‘Spectacle’ of the Beijing Olympics and the Dynamics of State–Society Relationship in PRC,” 
China Report 44, no. 2 (2008): 111-137. 
15 Belinda Kong, “In and Out of the Spectacle: The Beijing Olympics and Yiyun Li’s The Vagrants,” ariel 42, no 1 
(2011): 107-128. 
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Methodology 

My primary method of extrapolating this ideology from the performances is interpretative 

content analysis, or my personal close readings of the cultural events through watching video 

archives posted on YouTube and Bilibili, a Chinese video sharing site. I am most interested in 

historical irony – that is, the difference between images presented and the historical realities of 

the time. As such, my analysis hopes to accentuate the tensions between the stories constructed 

in performances and the real-world. I recognize that this distinction is not always useful, as 

images, regardless of their validity, often have as much power as reality, if not more. I also 

recognize that “reality,” especially when dealing with historical narratives, often depends on 

whose voices are uplifted and preserved. 

 I draw inspiration from Martha Saavedra’s interpretive work with The Last 

Breakthrough, a 2004 Hong Kong soap opera which follows a Hong Kong humanitarian medical 

team in Kenya.16 She utilizes interpretative content analysis in arguing that the show presents 

stereotypical Western tropes about Africa (underdevelopment, poverty, and backwardness), even 

while it attempts to contextualize the setting. She argues that this text demonstrates Hong Kong 

attitudes toward development: poverty can be alleviated by acquiring technical knowledge and 

breakthrough. Saavedra takes themes and tropes from the soap opera and puts them in 

conversation with reality and, in doing so, interprets the meaning of the images for their time and 

context. 

Unlike Saavedra, my sites of analysis are video recordings of live performances: the 

Beijing Olympic Opening Ceremony and CCTV Gala sketches. Most viewed the events on the 

                                                
16 Martha Saavedra, “Representations of Africa in a Hong Kong Soap Opera: The Limits of Enlightened 
Humanitarianism in "The Last Breakthrough,"” The China Quarterly 199 (Sept. 2009). 
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television or online, adding a second layer of performance. The camera shots and angles all 

contribute to the production and reception of the event’s messages, so I will analyze the stage 

performances in tandem with the film editing. 

 I base my analysis upon my own visual interpretations of these video recordings. My 

interpretation is limited in that it relies upon utilizing visual tropes to identify and distinguish 

that which is presented. I try as best as possible to research what is actually being presented: who 

actors are, what costumes they are wearing, etc. It is, however, often difficult to be certain of my 

identification of these tropes, especially with the 2008 footage, which tends to be of lower video 

quality. The existence of this limitation speaks to the nature of Spectacular media events: images 

must be received and interpreted by viewers who may not always be able to fully decode visual 

tropes. That full information symmetry cannot be achieved between the image producer and 

receiver demonstrates the distance between image production and consumption. 

My argument is also limited by my own involvement in the Spectacle. I engage in critical 

interpretations of the performances as much as I am consciously able, but as a second generation 

Chinese American, I am doubly susceptible to the distracting work of the Spectacle of Western 

liberal democracy as it relates to China.   

I am most concerned with understanding the Spectacle through the images presented in 

the cultural performances. Just as few audience members or television viewers would have the 

ability to research the Chinese state’s intentions behind each performance while consuming the 

spectacles in their intended environments, my research does not claim to speak for the intentions 

of the state. Rather, I extrapolate the Spectacle – the systems the state establishes, upholds, and is 

trapped within – from these interpretations.  
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Furthermore, I am less concerned with how audiences may have interpreted the 

messages, though I do not naïvely expect that all audience members blindly affirmed the Chinese 

state’s presentations. I do not have full insight into how Chinese audiences at the time would 

have evaluated and responded to the performances. Chinese Internet culture has changed in 

decade that has lapsed since the Olympics, such that some social media platforms then available 

to netizens are no longer operational. More importantly, given the grand scale of the Beijing 

Olympics and the CCTV Galas, the Chinese government is often hypersensitive to criticism and 

resorts to censorship. The little evidence I do have speaks to the 2018 CCTV Gala and is drawn 

from screenshots of since-deleted – or censored – Weibo posts, a Chinese microblogging site, 

which perforce overrepresent the voices of Chinese who have access to these technologies.  

 

Chinese Media Politics 

In order to more clearly understand the Spectacle, we must understand how its images are 

produced. Because cultural performances were instrumental in shaping China’s new political 

reputation, it will be helpful to clarify who was involved in crafting these performances. 

Chinese Central Television (CCTV) 

 Chinese Central Television was founded in 1958 under the name Beijing Television, but 

it wasn’t until the 1980s that television access grew widespread: by 1996, there was one 

television receiver for every four people, and by 2000, 1.19 billion Chinese had access to a 

television, or 92% of the population.17 Now, the network has grown to broadcast 16 channels, 

two of which air at all hours of the day. 

                                                
17 Zhu Ying and Christopher Berry, TV China (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009), 4. 
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As the only state television broadcaster, CCTV falls directly under the control of the 

State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television. CCTV and all other television broadcasters 

are also subject to monitoring and regulation by the Central Propaganda Department.18 The 

Department itself appoints senior leaders in the Administration, who are strongly encouraged to 

become CCP members.19 The state apparatus which controls CCTV includes both the Chinese 

government and the Party.  

 However, that is not to say that the state manages every detail of CCTV. The current 

model of state regulation reflects CCTV economic reforms which started in the 1990s. Prior to 

these reforms, the Party appointed all officials of any levels and dictated programming content. 

Since the mid-1990s, however, the Party has embraced a producer model: producers now have 

the power to decide programming, raise funds, and hire staff. This new model also shifted CCTV 

toward adopting advertisement revenue as the broadcaster’s main revenue source.20 Not only 

does CCTV no longer rely on state funding, but it also brings in revenue for the government. 

Their financial independence, however, does not entail complete freedom from the party. 

CCTV’s priority, as stated by former CCP secretary-general Jiang Zemin (江泽民), the head and 

highest-ranking official of the party, is to act as a mouthpiece for the party.21 

CCTV Spring Festival Gala 

The Gala is no exception to this goal. It is one of the most viewed television events in the 

world, setting a Guinness World Record in 2012 for the most watched national network TV 

                                                
18 Anne-Marie Brady, Marketing Dictatorship: Propaganda and Thought Work in Contemporary China (Lanham: 
Rowman and Littlefield, 2008), 17.  
19 Ibid, 16.  
20 Zhu and Berry, TV China, 44. 
21 Ibid, 48. 
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broadcast with a reach of 498,659,000 unique viewers.22 Most, if not all, performances are 

conducted in Chinese, rendering this event primarily targeted toward Chinese nationals, though 

the show is also broadcast on the Internet and on television networks in other countries, allowing 

Chinese speakers around the world to tune in. 

The CCP is deeply involved in shaping the night beyond its standard oversight of CCTV. 

Comedian and CCTV Gala performer Fan Wei recounts, “each program went through strict and 

time-consuming procedures for censorship and revision” before rehearsals began.23 Rehearsals 

are closely inspected by top CCP leaders, with Liu Yunshan (刘云山), then a member of the 

Politboro Standing Committee, the top decision-making body of China’s government, inspecting 

in 201724 and Huang Kunming (黄坤明), head of the CPC’s Propaganda Department, in 2018.25 

The Gala performances are closely vetted for ideological alignment with the goals of the CCP, 

with performances being dropped even throughout the final rehearsals. The scope of the Gala’s 

reach and its close connection to the state primes it to act as a carrier of the State’s nationalist 

messages. 

The Spring Festival Gala functions not only as holiday entertainment, but also as moral 

education. These cultural performances are political spaces. Feng Dezheng, analyzing the 

language in the 2014 Gala, concludes that the Spring Festival Gala communicates morality as 

defined by the CCP’s core socialist values through both explicit articulation (i.e., a character 

                                                
22 Rachel Swatman, “Chinese New Year: A round-up of recent Spring Festival-themed world records set in China,” 
Guinness World Records, published January 24, 2017, accessed March 9, 2019, 
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2017/1/chinese-new-year-a-round-up-of-recent-spring-festival-themed-
world-records-set-i-459630  
23 Xu Wei, “Official CCTV ritual gala faces edgy challenge,” Shanghai Daily, published January 23, 2009, accessed 
March 9, 2019, https://archive.shine.cn/feature/events-and-tv/Official-CCTV-ritual-gala-faces-edgy-
challenge/shdaily.shtml  
24 http://www.xinhuanet.com//english/2017-01/26/c_136012693.htm  
25 http://english.cctv.com/2018/02/12/ARTIUfnlZ4eODqRNWQ5v6sK0180212.shtml  
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praising another’s dedication to the country because “she is a hardworking person”) and 

embedding of moral qualities within character traits or narrative arcs.26 As such, the Gala’s moral 

education is simultaneously a nationalist education.  

2008 Beijing Olympics Ceremonies 

 The Chinese state was involved in shaping the 2008 Beijing Olympics, including the 

Opening Ceremony, in similar ways as CCTV Galas. The official planning of the Games was 

undertaken by the Beijing Organizing Committee for the Games of the XXIX Olympiad 

(BOCOG), a group comprised of Beijing local governmental authorities, Chinese Olympic 

Committee leaders, and deputy directors of the State General Administration of Sport.27 The 

Administration is a national governmental agency which reports directly to the State Council, the 

highest administrative council tasked with executing the policies and principles of the CCP.28 

The Olympic Ceremonies were managed by the Opening and Closing Ceremonies 

Department of the BOCOG, directed by Zhang Heping (张和平), who had previously worked 

closely with the CCP in the realm of the arts through the Beijing Cultural Bureau.29 Zhang 

Yimou (张艺谋), internationally renowned Chinese film director, acted as the ceremonies’ 

artistic director, and was assisted by Zhang Jigang (张继钢), deputy director of propaganda in 

the People’s Liberation Army General Logistics Department, and Chen Weiya (陈维亚), artistic 

director of the China National Song and Dance Ensemble (东方歌舞团, dōngfānggēwǔ tuán).  

                                                
26 Feng Dezheng, “Promoting moral values through entertainment: a social semiotic analysis of the Spring Festival 
Gala on China Central Television,” Critical Arts 30, no. 1(2016), 91. 
27 Yuan Junyi, Official Report of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, v.1. Beijing: Beijing Sport University Press, 
2010, 111. 
28 http://english.gov.cn/state_council/2014/09/03/content_281474985533579.htm  
29 Geremie R. Barmé, “China’s Flat Earth: History and 8 August 2008,” The China Quarterly 197 (2009), 70. 
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The Party seems to have adopted the producer model with the ceremonies, outlining their 

expectations of the events to the creative team and reviewing their plans in design and 

rehearsals.30 To his part, Zhang Yimou reported to taking Party officials’ comments during 

rehearsals very seriously,31 even changing 2,008 performers’ costumes from black to green a 

week before the performance upon receiving feedback from CCP members.32 The ceremonies, 

far from being the cultural performance separate from Chinese political systems I had imagined, 

were deeply intertwined with the goals of the Chinese state. These cultural sites are saturated 

with political significance. 

 

Asian Olympic History 

China’s attention to detail and message in the Beijing Olympic Ceremonies makes sense 

given the nature of the event as a mega-sporting event: most nations have similarly allotted time, 

energy, and resources to these large-scale international performances. Paul Close, David Askew, 

and Xu Xin (2007) argue that the importance of the Olympics to China, however, is rooted in a 

deeper Asian relationship to the event as being an opportunity to “come out” to the world as 

modern, liberal, free-market states, starting with Japan’s 1964 Tokyo Olympics and South 

Korea’s 1988 Seoul Olympics.  

Prior to the 1964 Olympics, all fourteen modern Olympic Games had been held in 

Western countries: predominantly Europe, though Australia and the United States also hosted the 

Games. Since then, Mexico, the Soviet Union, South Korea, China, and Brazil have been the 

                                                
30 Ibid, 70-71. 
31 Xiao Qiang, “‘The Way Art Works’: An Interview With Zhang Yimou,” China Digital Times, published August 
17, 2008, accessed March 10, 2019. Translated from an interview with Southern Weekend. 
32 Callahan, 5. 
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only non-Western countries the International Olympic Committee (IOC) has given the 

opportunity to host. 

This sixty-eight-year Western monopoly on hosting was not due to non-Western 

disinterest. In fact, countries outside of Western Europe, Australia, Canada, and the United States 

have been interested in hosting the Olympics, even from the early 1916 Olympics, which were 

cancelled due to World War I. Most notably, at least three non-Western countries have bid for 

each Games held between 2000 and 2020 (see Table 2).33 

Table 1 Olympic Applicant Cities and Winners, 2000-2020 

Year Winning City Notable Non-European Applicant Cities 
2000 Sydney, Australia Beijing, Istanbul, Tashkent 
2004 Athens, Greece Cape Town, Istanbul, Rio de Janeiro, St. Petersburg, San Juan 
2008 Beijing, China Beijing, Istanbul, Osaka, Bangkok, Cairo, Havana, Kuala Lumpur 
2012 London, UK Moscow, Rio de Janeiro, Istanbul, Havana 
2016 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Rio de Janeiro, Tokyo, Doha, Baku 
2020 Tokyo, Japan Istanbul, Tokyo, Doha, and Baku 

 

It was not until the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, however, that any of these bids found success. 

Hosting was monumental for Japan not only because of its role as a pioneer in Asia-hosted 

Games, but also because of the opportunity to present itself as a developed nation-state (as 

defined by Western industrial, capitalist countries) after World War II.34 

Askew, Close, and Xu view the very success of Japan’s bid as being rooted in Japan’s 

successful political and economic alignment with the West through US-led occupation and 

reconstruction in the late 1940s. As part of the Empire of Japan’s terms of surrender in World 

War II, Allied forces were permitted to enact broad military, political, and economic reforms in 

                                                
33 https://gamesbids.com/eng/past-bid-results/ 
34 Paul Close, David Askew, and Xu Xin, The Beijing Olympiad: The Political Economy of a Sporting Mega-Event 
(New York: Routledge, 2007), 129. 
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Japan. Under United States General Douglas MacArthur, Allied powers introduced land reform 

and policies to break up business conglomerates in order to push free market policies.35 

The trajectory toward free market capitalism continued in the years following Allied 

withdrawal in 1952. In 1960, domestic strife broke out between the pro-free market Liberal 

Democratic Party (LDP) and the Japan Socialist Party36. In response, the ruling LDP shifted 

domestic discourse from politics to economics by introducing policies such as the Income-

Doubling Plan, which aimed to double Japan’s gross national product within the decade. The 

goal was achieved within eight years, though the plan’s contribution to this economic growth 

remains debated. The 1964 Games came in the midst of this growth and functioned domestically 

to strengthen the focus on economics over political strife: Japanese nationalism was centered 

around its economic success, as measured by free market capitalism.  

Internationally, the Tokyo Olympics were meant to prove to the world, especially Allied 

powers, that the Empire of Japan and the legacy of World War II had ended, replaced with a 

model modern democratic, capitalist state. 37 In hosting the Olympics, Japan set a precedent for 

Asian nations: hosting the Games was to be used as a rite de passage, specifically to highlight 

conformance with Western political and economic models as a standard of modernity.  

South Korea followed in Japan’s footsteps when it hosted the 1988 Olympics. South 

Korea’s Olympic moment began in 1981, when the International Olympic Committee decided to 

award Seoul the Olympic bid over Nagoya, Japan. The country was still adjusting politically and 

economically after the 1950 Korean War, which left the peninsula divided in two. In 1987, just 

one year before the Summer Olympics, the South Korean government was faced with the June 

                                                
35 https://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/japan-reconstruction 
36 Close, Askew, and Xu, The Beijing Olympiad, 132-133 
37 Ibid, 131. 
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Popular Rising when outgoing President Chun Doo-hwan appointed his successor, Roh Tae-woo, 

despite popular insistence for direct elections.  

Under the watchful eye of Western international media, Roh issued the “Special 

Declaration for Grand National Harmony and Progress Towards a Great Nation,” which paved 

the way for liberal democracy.38 Roh’s government was later characterized by a lack of 

direction,39 further solidifying the interpretation that his calls for democracy in the Declaration 

were driven primarily by the pressures of hosting an international event as the Olympics and not 

by his own belief in liberal democracy. Regardless of Roh’s intentions, South Korea’s Olympic 

moment showcased its democratic and capitalist reforms – its modernization – to the world. 

Indeed, the Olympic website celebrates the Republic’s embrace of democracy as one of the 

highlights of the Games.40 Again, these supposedly apolitical spaces are rife with political 

implications. 

For China, hosting the Olympics has held special significance as an opportunity to 

emerge on the international stage since 1908, when a journal published by the Tianjin Young 

Men’s Christian Association asked, “When will it be possible for China to send an athlete to the 

Olympic Games? When will it be possible for China to send a team of athletes to the Olympic 

Games? And when will it be possible for China to enjoy the privilege of hosting the Olympic 

Games?”41  

The first two questions were answered in 1932 and 1952: the first Chinese Olympian 

competed in the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics, and the first delegation from the People’s Republic 

                                                
38 Ibid, 133-134. 
39 Tobin Im, The Experience of Democracy and Bureaucracy in South Korea (Bingley: Emerald, 2017), xxix. 
40 https://www.olympic.org/seoul-1988 
41 Yuan, Official Report of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, v.1., 3. 
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of China competed in Helsinki in 1952.42 The last of the three questions, however, remained 

unanswered for another 40 years.  

In 1991, the Chinese government prepared to bid for the 2000 Olympics, their first 

attempt at hosting. In news articles written in People’s Daily, the official newspaper of the CCP, 

journalists expressed an expectation that hosting the Olympics would be “all of the Chinese 

peoples’ glory and a golden opportunity for China to take a step toward expanding foreign 

relations.”43 Many cited the success of Beijing’s 1990 Asian Games, a regional sporting event, as 

proof that “socialist China is completely qualified and able to successfully operate large-scale 

international sporting events” (my emphasis).44 The excitement in each article is tangible: 

hosting the Olympics would validate the Chinese people’s progress, to both domestic and 

international audiences, specifically to Western, capitalist nations. 

These hopes were dashed in September of 1993 when the IOC announced that Sydney, 

and not Beijing, had won the bid by two votes. The decision came at the climax of increasing 

international pressure for the IOC to refuse a Chinese victory due to its track record of human 

rights violations45. Most notably, the decision came two years after the Tiananmen Square 

Massacre of 1989, when the Chinese government opened fire on its own citizens gathered to hold 

pro-democracy protests. 

                                                
42 Ibid, 4-5. 
43 Lü Wangda, “Explaining Chinese Determination to Bid for the 2000 Olympic Games (阐述中国申办２０００年

奥运会决心, Chǎnshù zhōngguó shēnbàn 2000 nián àoyùnhuì juéxīn),” People's Daily (人民日报, Rénmín rìbào), 
February 13, 1992. 
44 Chen Zhao and Wang Dazhao, “Beijing 2000 Olympic Bidding Committee is Established (北京２０００年奥运

会申办委员会成立, Běijīng 2000 nián àoyùnhuì shēnbàn wěiyuánhuì chénglì),” People's Daily (人民日报, Rénmín 
rìbào),  April 12, 1991. 
45 Patrick E. Tyler, “There's No Joy in Beijing as Sydney Gets Olympics,” Olympics, New York Times, September 
24, 1993. 
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The Party decided in 1994 to forego a bid for the 2004 Olympics because China needed 

more time to economically and politically prepare. Furthermore, statesmen had promised African 

countries in 1993 that China would support an African 2004 bid regardless of the results of the 

2000 bid in an attempt to secure greater support for their 2000 bid.46 Thus, when South Africa 

submitted a bid to host the 2004 Olympics, China ceased its ambitions.  

The next Chinese attempt to secure a winning bid, then, began in 1999 for the 2008 

Olympics. The Beijing 2008 Olympic Bid Committee chose “New Beijing, Great Olympics” as 

the bid’s official slogan, highlighting China’s Reform and Opening Up Movement in 

modernizing China’s political, economic, and infrastructural systems.47 The political reform 

movement hybridized the economy, integrating more free-market policies into Chinese 

socialism.48  

Again, the goal for China’s Olympic bid was to gain recognition from modern Western 

nation-states, echoing both Japan and Korea’s model of Asian Olympiads. This is not to say that 

China was attempting to completely emulate Western modernity – its government was still far 

from being the Western ideal capitalist democracy. Rather, China’s goal was to present an image 

of parity with the West.  

The IOC convened in July 2001 in Moscow, Russia to vote on the 2008 Olympic bids. 

After only two rounds, Beijing beat Toronto, Paris, Istanbul, and Osaka for the role of host city.49 

Celebrants across the nation hailed this moment as the culmination of China’s 100-year dream 

and an affirmation of China’s economic and political growth to the world.50 Seven years later, 

                                                
46 Fan Hong and Lu Zhouxiang, “Beijing's Two Bids for the Olympics: The Political Games,” The International 
Journal of the History of Sport 29, no. 1 (2012), 150. 
47 Yuan, Official Report of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, v.1., 29. 
48 Spence, 631-633. 
49 Jere Longman, “Beijing Wins Bid for 2008 Olympic Games,” Olympics, New York Times, July 14, 2001. 
50 Fan and Lu, “Beijing's Two Bids for the Olympics: The Political Games,” 152. 
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China was ready to host the Olympics and show the Olympic community (the Western world) its 

modernity. 

 

Overview of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized broadly and narrows in scope: from performances peripheral to 

the Olympic opening ceremony, to an overview of the ceremony itself, to focusing on a three-

minute segment within the ceremony. The sites of analysis differ in their intended audience: the 

CCTV Spring festival skits in Chapter 1 were intended for Chinese audiences, the broad 

Olympic Opening Ceremony covered in Chapter 2 was meant for international (mostly Western) 

audiences, and the specific flag bearing moment in the opening ceremony described in Chapter 3 

was a moment for Chinese audiences that international audiences also viewed. The breadth of 

these scopes and audiences demonstrates and confirms the pervasiveness of the Spectacle 

throughout Chinese society, especially in the 2008 Beijing Olympics. 

This work will begin with images of China’s status in the international arena presented in 

two skits in the 2008 and 2018 CCTV Spring Festival Galas. The 2008 skit details Chinese 

Olympic history as a celebratory precursor to the forthcoming Olympics. The 2018 skit, on the 

other hand, portrays Sino-African relations around the Belt and Road Initiative and gained 

international notoriety for its inclusion of blackface. Through a comparison of differences in 

China’s image presented in these two Gala segments, I argue that China aims to succeed within 

the global Spectacle of liberal democracy, which dictates that powerful nations aid developing 

countries through a set of neoliberal policies. 

I proceed with an analysis of the technologies presented in the 2008 Beijing Olympics 

Opening Ceremony. Through an analysis of the stories told and omitted about Chinese history 
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through its portrayal of Chinese inventions, I argue that the ceremony produces gaps (or silences) 

in the telling of history, specifically regarding its colonization at the hands of Western powers 

and its socialist legacy. These silences may be unsurprising within the celebratory tone of the 

Olympics and the ceremony, but the CCTV Spring Festival Gala segment on Chinese Olympic 

history just six months prior included a large amount of discussion on China’s historic Olympic 

failures. The contrast in the discussion of history between these two celebratory events suggests 

that the audience is the key variable which influenced China’s decision to not include its national 

traumas around Western colonialism. To do so would be counterproductive toward its goal of 

showing that it had achieved a level of Western modernity. Similarly, China’s socialism could 

not make an appearance, especially to the Western world, if China was to succeed within the 

global Spectacle of liberal democracy. 

 The final chapter will focus on the 2008 Beijing Opening Ceremony Chinese flag bearing 

segment, which included two portions: a group of children, each representing one of China’s 56 

ethnic groups, and a girl singing a patriotic song on stage. Both of these portions were revealed 

by Western media to have been doctored in different ways, but discussion of the ceremony’s 

flaws never placed these two faked moments in conversation. The moment served to create an 

illusion of ethnic unity – one which celebrates difference, as liberal democracies do. Secondly, I 

demonstrate that, beyond the common narrative that the Communist Party of China acts to 

uphold the power of the Han ethnic majority, the Spectacle of race has blinded both Western 

commentators and Han Chinese to the fact that even aspects of Han Chineseness were faked. I 

argue that the rhetoric of ethnic unity limits the conversation around State-citizen relations and 

creates a false dichotomy wherein the Han majority is always upheld at the expense of ethnic 

minorities.  
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  This thesis argues that Chinese national identity is defined by the Western-established 

and dominated Spectacle of liberalism. These images present a nationalism defined by triumph, 

international leadership, technological advancement, and ethnic unity, but point to the standard 

of liberal democracy, the global Spectacle. 
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Chapter 1. “Our Olympic Spring is Here”: Pessoptimism and the Arrivals of Modernity 

The China Central Television (CCTV) Spring Festival/Chinese New Year Gala is an 

annual Chinese New Year’s Eve variety show televised by CCTV, the Chinese state’s official 

television state broadcaster. The 4+ hour-long show includes song and dance performances, 

magicians, and different traditional Chinese skit formats. The most popular of these skit formats 

is the mini-drama (小品, xiǎopǐn). Almost all performances are conducted primarily in 

Mandarin, rendering this event primarily targeted toward Chinese speakers around the world. 

In this chapter, I will analyze two segments from the 2008 and 2018 CCTV Galas. The 

2008 Gala segment showcases the duality of humiliation and celebration in the conversation 

preceding the Olympics. In my analysis, I demonstrate the reaches of China’s remembrance of 

past humiliations in even celebratory performances for Chinese audiences: as China scholar 

William Callahan terms, its pessoptimism. I then place this performance in conversation with a 

2018 CCTV Gala mini-drama that showcases China’s attitude toward its international standing 

through a portrayal of Sino-African relations after the construction of the Mombasa-Nairobi 

Standard Gauge Railway (MNSGR).  

Through reading the tensions between the two performance, I argue that China’s 

obsession over its humiliations at the hands of Western nations, shown in the 2008 CCTV Gala, 

causes it to seek to create an image of modernity as defined by the West. 

In this chapter, I will engage more directly with Callahan’s theory of Chinese 

pessoptimism: the complex interweaving of China’s past humiliations and celebrations.51 

Perhaps the most salient memory of humiliation in Chinese history was at the hands of Western 

imperial powers, namely Britain, the United States, France, and Germany. As a result of losing 

                                                
51 Callahan, China. 
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the Opium Wars in 1842 and 1860, China was forced to open five seaports for British traders to 

essentially have free reign.52 Further treaties afforded the same rights to Russia, France, and the 

United States as well, and the ensuing treaty-port system remained in place for about a century.53 

Such humiliations have figured prominently in both popular media and state-produced history 

curriculums.54 Pessoptimism relies upon a wide-spread curriculum of national humiliation.  

The Gala is a credible site of inquiry for Chinese pessoptimism because it serves as a 

propaganda machine for the state. The Communist Party of China (CCP) has recognized the 

wide-reaching scope of cultural performances as crucial to the dissemination of its agenda and 

messages since before the Gala’s inception in 1983. The producers, under the supervision of state 

authorities, prime the performances with nationalist messages, such that they function as a 

medium for socialist education.55 The role of the CCP in crafting the night characterizes the Gala 

as a prime site of analysis to understand the Party’s ideology of modernity. This ideology 

functions as a Debordian Spectacle, the invisible system that these Gala performance point to 

and reinforce. My analysis of these performances helps to extrapolate the unnamed system of 

Western modernity from these celebratory events. 

 

The Countdown to the 2008 Beijing Olympics 

The first text I analyze is a series of performances from the February 2008 CCTV 

Chinese New Year Gala about the long awaited 2008 Beijing Olympics. The lead-up to the 

Beijing Olympics involved massive domestic media coverage through news mediums, such as 

                                                
52 Yi Hu, “The Double Meaning of “the Sick Man of East Asia” and China’s Politics” in Rural Health Care Delivery 
(Berlin: Springer, 2013), 3-9. 
53 Kenneth Pletcher, “Opium Wars,” Encyclopædia Britannica, last modified February 13, 2019.  
54 Callahan, 33. 
55 Feng Dezheng, “Promoting moral values through entertainment: a social semiotic analysis of the Spring Festival 
Gala on China Central Television,” Critical Arts 30, no. 1(2016), 91. 
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the People’s Daily (人民日报, Rénmín Rìbào), the CCP’s official newspaper, as well as popular 

culture, and the 2008 Gala was no exception.  

“Viewing friends,” Bai Yansong (白岩松), one of the emcees says, welcoming viewers 

back from a commercial break, “at this celebratory occasion, we can’t help but turn the spotlight 

back a century. In a 1908 Tianjin periodical, the writer poses three questions: ‘When can we 

have an athlete compete in the Olympics, when can we have a team compete in the Olympics, 

and when can we host an Olympics?’”  

These questions were asked in the midst of the treaty-port system and other popular 

uprisings. Chinese intellectuals read the social unrest as indicative of weakness in Chinese 

society and advocated for Westernization as a means of self-strengthening.56 Within this 

framework, the Olympics became important in Chinese popular discourse as a symbol of 

Western success. This association was only strengthened in 1964 and 1988 as both Japan and 

South Korea utilized the Olympics to newly emerge onto the world stage after low moments in 

each of their histories.57 

The first two questions were answered within fifty years: the first Chinese Olympian 

competed in the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics, and the first delegation from the People’s Republic 

of China competed in Helsinki in 1952.58 It would take 40 more years, however, for the last of 

the three questions to be answered.  

In 1991, the Chinese government submitted a bid for the 2000 Olympics, their first 

attempt at hosting. These hopes, however, were dashed in September of 1993 when the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) announced that Sydney, and not Beijing, had won the 

                                                
56 Spence, 189. 
57 Close, Askew and Xu, 129. 
58 Ibid, 4-5. 
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bid. As a result of an agreement China had reached with the African bloc of Olympic committees 

in order to secure votes for its 2000 bid, Beijing decided to not submit a 2004 bid so as to not 

compete with the South African bid.59 Thus, the next Chinese attempt to secure a winning bid 

began in 1999, for the 2008 Olympics. It was only two years later, when the IOC announced in 

July 2001 that Beijing had won the bid, that the third question was finally answered. 

With this introduction, Bai shifts the festivities away from the previous performances, 

turning the attention to the forthcoming 2008 Beijing Olympics. Soft stringed music enters as the 

camera pans down from an image of the night sky projected on the ceiling. The familiar red and 

gold motifs of the Chinese New Year Gala have faded from the screen’s title bar, replaced by the 

Olympic rings. The act is entitled, “A Hundred Years’ Dream” (《百年圆梦》, bǎinián 

yuánmèng). A single speaker, dressed in a simple grey Mao suit, stands on the stage as fog rolls 

in from the wings. In a moving oration, he details the hardships, humiliations, and failures of the 

first Chinese Olympian at the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics and the first Chinese Olympic team at 

the 1936 Berlin Olympics while black-and-white images of Chinese Olympic history appear on 

the screen behind him.  

His oration does not simply enumerate these Olympians’ failed track records. Rather, he 

takes care to emphasize the West’s assessment of China’s participation. He quotes an American 

newspaper which stated that, following the failure of Liu Changchun (刘长春), the first Chinese 

Olympian, the entire nation of China had failed. The most salient image he cites is a political 

cartoon featuring China as the “sick man of East Asia” (东亚病夫, dōngyà bìngfū) after its 

delegation’s failures in the 1936 Berlin Olympics. For Chinese audiences, this trope recalls 

                                                
59 Fan Hong and Lu Zhouxiang, “Beijing's Two Bids for the Olympics: The Political Games,” The International 
Journal of the History of Sport 29, no. 1 (2012), 150. 
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China’s political and national humiliation at the hands of Western imperial powers after China’s 

loss in the Opium Wars.60 

The orator ends with the hope that, one day, the Chinese people will have reason to feel 

proud and elated (扬眉吐气,  yángméitǔqì). As he emphatically finishes, a group of individuals, 

seemingly China’s current Olympians, files on stage, dressed in red, white, and yellow “China” 

tracksuits. The stage shifts from dark, navy fog to the familiar Chinese colors of red and gold as 

a brassy fanfare introduces a much more patriotic melody. 

“Springtime is finally here,” the athletes say in unison. “Our Olympic Spring is here.” 

The screen behind them flashes footage from celebrations after China won the bid in 2001, 

exhibiting citizens’ national pride. The athletes confidently assert that the world will see Chinese 

greatness through the Olympics. They offer themselves toward this goal, promising to 

participate, sacrifice, and be happy. Soaring videos of the Chinese National Stadium, nicknamed 

the Bird’s Nest (鸟巢, Niǎocháo) for its appearance, give way to fiery explosions as the athletes 

raise their hands in a gesture of welcome. The ceiling, once lit with starry skies, now features an 

image of the globe. Performers run across the stage, bearing Chinese and Olympic flags as the 

performance transitions to its next segment, titled “One Dream” (《同一个梦想》, Tóng yīgè 

mèngxiǎng). 

                                                
60 Hu, “Double Meaning,” 4. 
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Figure 1 A crowd of athletes, singers, and performers gathers on stage 

A large crowd comprised of tracksuit-wearing athletes and flag-bearing performers 

assembles on stage. They accompany a group of Chinese and international singers, who sing an 

ode to the Olympics. The refrain of the song makes the message clear: the Olympics are about 

global unity: 

In the same world, we have the same dream. 
It will cover darkness and scars, testifying of my growth to the universe 
In the same world, we have the same dream. 
Holding strength and hope, even if Beijing is still so far away.61  

The second verse visually extends this message, as a Julien Gaudfroy (Chinese name 朱

力安, Zhūlì'ān), a White French singer, and Emmanuel Uwechue (Chinese/stage name 郝歌, 

Hǎo Gē), a Ghanaian singer, join the chorus, singing in fluent Mandarin. Their solos, though 

brief, highlight the fact that these singers are not Chinese: their skin and hair colors, most 

notably, are not shades familiar to the CCTV Gala stage. Despite their phenotypical differences, 

however, these singers utilize Chinese to join in with the ode to the world’s 2008 Olympic 

games. Mandarin Chinese becomes the primary language of global unity, and even Uwechue and 
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Galdfroy must adopt the Chinese language. Here, race is secondary to Chinese language and 

culture. 

I see in this moment a desire to prove that the Chinese language holds the linguistic 

validity to be taken seriously on the world stage. Earlier in the Gala, Taiwanese girl group S.H.E. 

performed their hit song “Chinese Language” (《中国话》, zhōngguó huà), which lauded the 

rise of Mandarin as an international language, spoken by people in London, Moscow, New York, 

and Berlin. The lyrics specifically note a shift of linguistic dominance from English to Mandarin: 

“We struggled for many years to learn English phonics and grammar, but in recent years it has 

become they who curl the tongue and learn the four tones.”62 These two performances, when 

taken together, indicate a Chinese readiness to enter the global stage as a linguistic-cultural 

leader. The producers hope to offer China’s rich history and unique culture to the world, 

intertwining national pride with international recognition. 

This moment similarly reveals important attitudes the producers are attempting to portray 

about universalism. The scene has the international singers perform in Chinese, though the 

official languages of the IOC are English and French and both Godfrey and Uwechue are from 

French-speaking countries. The message of Olympic universalism might have been made clearer 

had Godfrey and Uwechue sang in their native languages, adding linguistic diversity to the 

already-present racial and national diversity. In having the two international singers perform in 

Chinese, however, the producers make clear that this moment is for Chinese-speaking audiences.  

This message, however, does not shine through in the preceding segment of the 

performance. These scenes, though performed entirely in Mandarin and aimed toward Chinese 

people, posit an absent interlocuter: the drama seems to be driven by a conversation with Europe 
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and the United States, even though neither of those figures appears in the performance. The 

language of the first orator’s speech centers success around hosting the Olympics, a feat at the 

time largely achieved only by Western countries or Asian nations eager to demonstrate their 

conformance to Euroamerican standards of liberal democracy. He also cites Western journalists’ 

shaming of China, even in a celebratory event for domestic audiences.  

 The centrality of this conversation with the West in a celebratory moment embodies 

Callahan’s pessoptimism. The number of defeats China had endured in its Olympic history 

explains the triumphant atmosphere: pride is deeply intertwined with humiliation in this segment. 

In this 2008 segment, the producers posit hosting the Olympics as China’s redemption from its 

failed past. It is only after the Olympics, China’s Spring, arrives that the celebration begins and 

China achieves equal status with the West.  

  

 

Blackface in the 2018 CCTV Gala 

China’s pessoptimism was at the forefront of the 2008 Gala performance. The 2018 Gala, 

on the other hand, leaves pessoptimism backstage. Instead, it prominently features Chinese 

relations with Africa as a means of celebrating its international image.  

The second site of analysis, a 2018 CCTV Gala comedy sketch, aired a few months after 

the Mombasa-Nairobi Standard Gauge Railway (MNSGR) was completed. The railway is 293-

miles long and connects Kenya’s capital with the port city of Mombasa. It is the largest 
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infrastructure project since Kenya’s independence in 1963.63 It is almost completely Chinese 

funded,64 with Chinese contractors responsible for constructing the railroad and training workers.  

The MNSGR is one of many Chinese investments in Africa that come as part of China’s 

Belt and Road Initiative, a plan to develop infrastructure that will allow for the revitalization of 

trade between Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia, a harkening to the Silk Roads. The 

Chinese government, in their Belt and Road Initiative Action Plan, espouse a “Silk Road Spirit”: 

one characterized by “peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and 

mutual benefit.”65 The State’s rhetoric emphasizes peaceful internationalism and cooperation, 

positioning China as a humble leader, “committed to shouldering more responsibilities and 

obligations within its capabilities, and making greater contributions to the peace and 

development of mankind.” Utilizing the trope of the Silk Roads also recalls a moment in history 

when China had economic and political parity with the West. 

This skit, like the 2008 Gala segment, does not explicitly feature Europe. The themes 

presented of modernity and the Silk Roads, however, frame this mini-drama as a dialogue with 

the absent European interlocuter. Even in its conversation with Africa, this performance will 

attempt to prove a Chinese attainment of Western modernity. 

                                                
63 Eyder Peralta, "A New Chinese-Funded Railway In Kenya Sparks Debt-Trap Fears,” NPR, (October 8, 2018). 
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The skit begins as Shakira’s “Waka Waka (This Time for Africa),” written for the first 

African FIFA World Cup in South Africa in 2010, begins playing over the speakers as about 

twenty Black actors dressed in brightly colored costumes adorned with beaded necklaces and 

straw tassels dance on stage. They are joined by puppeteers controlling zebras and antelopes in a 

style reminiscent of the musical stage adaptation of The Lion King. The set is quite bare, except 

for a few cactuses and shrubs in the corners, which accentuate the barren savanna landscape 

projected on the background screen. A Chinese man appears on stage and begins dancing with 

the crowd as drummers on stage begin to tap out a beat. The drums cut, and a puppet lion 

welcomes the Chinese man with a kiss.  

 He introduces himself as Zhang Kai (郑恺) from the Chinese-funded African Mombasa–

Nairobi Standard Gauge Railway training center. He welcomes the stewardesses he has been 

training to the stage, gesturing to a line of Black stewardesses, dressed in neat red blazers, red 

hats, yellow scarfs, and black skirts walking on stage to the beat of “Waka Waka.” He comments 

on the fluency of their Chinese, to which they respond, “Teacher, our Chinese is so good. Using 

Chinese words, it’s like a dog catching a duck (‘狗撵鸭子，呱呱叫,’ gǒuniǎnyāzi, 

guāguājiào).” He then announces that his wedding to a Ms. Liu is to occur later that evening, 

with his future brother-in-law arriving soon to officiate the wedding. He sends the stewardesses 

off to practice a few more times, again to “Waka Waka.” 

 This introductory vignette sets this skit’s scene within a fictional Africa. This Africa is 

rooted in some truth: the MNSGR was mostly Chinese-backed and operated.66 The skit’s 

parallels with reality, however, end there, and instead choose the easier route of reducing the 

experiences of Africans. The soundtrack for the skit, Shakira’s “Waka Waka,” itself drew 
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controversy for not featuring an African artist.67 Choosing an eight-year-old song made popular 

by a Latina singer to represent Africa in the minds of CCTV Gala viewers does little to 

accurately depict the musical traditions of a diverse continent.  

The choice to use a savanna as the background achieves a similar effect, particularly 

because none of the dialogue demands such a barren landscape. Given that they are celebrating 

the opening of the railroad, it would make more sense to set the skit next to the Railway Station, 

which NPR described as “easily the most impressive public building in Kenya” (Peralta, 2018), a 

move which would visually remind the audience of China’s hand in creating beautiful 

infrastructure in Africa. The use of undeveloped scenery, on the other hand, serves to reinforce a 

trope of African barbarism.  

Similarly, Africans seen on stage are either wearing clothing indicative of traditional 

African dress or the stewardess uniforms provided by the Chinese railroad company. Those 

wearing traditional African textiles are seen dancing and hollering, whereas the Chinese-trained 

stewardesses march on stage in neat and orderly lines and, impressively, speak Mandarin. China 

has visually modernized and civilized both Africans and their fashion aesthetic through the 

railway.  

 This introductory scene also contains comedic elements which reinforce a unidimensional 

image of Africa. The puppet animals have no place in the story except to cement the viewer’s 

idea that this is, indeed, Africa. The lion’s exaggerated welcome kiss to Zhang is comedic 

precisely because it bears no resemblance to reality, but in doing so it presents two narratives: 

first, that all of Africa, including its wildlife, are glad that Zhang and the Chinese are in Kenya, 

and second, that Africa is a strange and cartoonish land. The first narrative is troubling because 
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Kenyan newspaper The Standard has reported on deaths of at least two lions and five buffalo due 

to the railway.68 This narrative directly contradicts the fact that this Chinese investment 

endangers Kenyan wildlife, despite rhetoric which explicated a commitment to a “green 

railroad.” 

This African embrace of China can also be seen in the full usage of Chinese throughout 

the skit, even by African actors. Most notable is the script’s inclusion of the phrase “狗撵鸭子--

呱呱叫” (gǒuniǎnyāzi, guāguājiào, like a dog catching a duck – quack quack quack), an 

example of a two-part Chinese proverb (歇后语, xiēhòuyǔ), an advanced literary device which 

often makes use of puns. That the African stewardesses use such a proverb demonstrates their 

fluency in Chinese and, as with the 2008 CCTV Gala performance of “One Dream,” establishes 

Chinese as a standard language of international exchange. Furthermore, the fact that the wisdom 

of Chinese tradition is now being repeated by Kenyans is an affirmation of Chinese culture’s 

competitivity in the world. 

 As the stewardesses and backup actors leave the stage, another young stewardess, named 

Carrie, dressed in similar clothing, runs toward him from the wings. She explains that she is late 

because her mother wanted to take her to interview a proposed marriage partner. Elaborating on 

her mother’s rationale, she says: “My mother said, ‘After becoming a Mombasa-Nairobi Railway 

stewardess, your status (身份, shēnfèn) has changed, you’re more beautiful than ever! If you 

marry a tall, rich, and handsome Mr. Perfect (高富帅, gāofùshuài), you’ll have won this life!’”  

Upon hearing her mother call for her, she begs Zhang Kai to help her by playing along 

with what she says. Her mother appears on stage, played by a Han Chinese woman in blackface, 

                                                
68 Paul Wafula, “Exclusive: Behind the SGR walls,” Standard Digital, (July 8, 2008). 
https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2001287119/exclusive-behind-the-sgr-walls  
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complete with a prosthetic posterior enlargement. She is accompanied by a puppet monkey, 

whose puppeteer’s arms are visible through the costume: they are Black.  

 

Figure 2 Lou Naiming in blackface entering the stage, followed by a puppet monkey69 

The use of blackface in this skit is worth noting beyond its obviously racist nature. The 

directors utilized African actors in many different roles, including ones with fairly extensive 

Mandarin usage. The actresses playing the stewardesses are students at Southwest 

Communications University in China studying to work as stewardesses on trains in Africa.70 It is 

interesting, then, that officials chose to allow Lou Naiming (娄乃鸣), a reputable Chinese 

actress, to go on stage in blackface instead of using Mandarin-speaking Black actresses. I will 

develop an argument about the role of this blackface later on, but this is not meant to disregard 

the fact that its mere appearance is indicative of complex and problematic racial discourses. The 

producers’ use of blackface is racist.  

Chinese viewers expressed their disdain for the blackface and monkey puppetry on 

Weibo, a Chinese microblogging site similar to Twitter. In posts that have since been taken 

                                                
69 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJxIKHs0CNs&list=PLXQgvG0bchMMxRhDPdX0uxnJc_CO-
vTzR&index=4  
70 Li Huan, “春晚小品《同喜同乐》中的红衣乘务员火了 她们来自西南交大 ("Chūnwǎn xiǎopǐn 《tóng xǐ tóng 
lè”》 zhōng de hóng yī chéngwùyuán huǒle tāmen láizì xīnán jiāodà"),” The Cover, (February 16, 2018). 
http://www.thecover.cn/news/612569  
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down, they question how blackface made it past state inspection (“非洲妈妈还是涂黑了的扮

演的，怎么会过审查的”).71 Given the stringent regulations and inspections Gala acts are put 

through, blackface could not have appeared if the organizers, closely connected to the CCP, 

disapproved. Unfortunately, due to state censorship and people’s tendency to post only when 

they have strong opinions on an issue, it remains difficult to gauge how the average viewer 

responded to this skit. However, the archived voices of dissenters suggest that not everyone 

received this skit the way officials had hoped.  

 After some wordplay-filled banter, Carrie introduces Zhang to her mother as her 

boyfriend, and Zhang is obliged to play along. Her mother exclaims, “I’ve always wanted to 

have a Chinese son-in-law!” and urges them to get married that day. Zhang protests, saying that 

he has no family members present to preside at the wedding, just as his brother-in-law arrives. 

Shakira again plays over the sound system as he walks from stage left, holding a tail of a dancing 

puppet giraffe, which he explains as an African bike share (非洲共享单车, Fēizhōu gòngxiǎng 

dānchē). This giraffe reinforces the fantastic nature of the landscape as cartoonish and fanciful. 

Its depiction as an African bike share serves to perpetuate the idea that Kenyans are uncivilized: 

                                                
71 Anthony Tao, “China’s CCTV spring festival gala included a truly shameless Africa skit, featuring blackface,” 
SupChina. February 16, 2018. https://supchina.com/2018/02/16/cctv-spring-festival-gala-a-truly-shameless-africa-
skit-blackface/  
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the African counterparts of even small aspects of Chinese civilization, like bike shares, are wild 

and primitive. 

  

Figures 3. The dancing giraffe puppet and the “African Bike Share” sign 

Zhang’s struggle to convince both Carrie’s mother and his brother-in-law that he is 

planning to marry their respective loved ones becomes the central tension in the plot. Carrie’s 

mother, thinking that the brother-in-law is Zhang’s parent, exclaims, “we are a family!” Carrie 

attempts to dispel the ensuing confusion by offering a proverb-like statement: “Chinese and 

Africans are kin” (中非人民一家亲, zhōng fēi rénmín yījiā qīn). The delivery of this quasi-

philosophical saying in Mandarin from the mouth of an African actress drives the point home 

even more. Embedded within this comedic moment is the narrative that Africans welcome 

Chinese involvement in their affairs because there is a feeling of familial connection. The 

audience laughs and applauds, as the camera switches between medium and far shots of the 

crowd, who are all clapping.  

Similar references to Sino-African relations appear when Carrie’s mother asks who first 

pursued whom in the relationship. Carrie responds, “The MNSGR connected us,” assigning 

Chinese investment the responsibility for their (fictional) relationship. Not only is Chinese 

investment welcome for national development, but it also creates the potential for romance 

between people of different nationalities and ethnicities. Zhang’s brother-in-law mythicizes the 

relationship because of this quality: “Seeing as the railway played the role of matchmaker, you 
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must respect your statuses, love each other, respect each other, and quickly birth a fat, pale baby” 

(“尊系缘分，夫妻恩爱，举案齐眉，早点儿生一个大白胖小子。”). The brother-in-law 

here makes use of chengyu (成语), a specific form of Chinese proverb consisting of 4 characters 

that often originate from a fable. By placing his philosophical marriage advice within the context 

of the railway’s role in shaping their relationship, the railway gains aspects of the respect 

Chinese society affords to chengyu. Furthermore, his use of “fat, pale baby” draws upon Chinese 

cultural norms of highly desirable attributes in children. The railway thus gains mythic status, 

again exalting the Chinese’s contribution to African society. 

After a few more minutes of bickering and confusion, Ms. Liu, Zhang’s fiancé, arrives on 

stage, unveiling Carrie and Zhang’s deceit. With nowhere to hide, Carrie tells her mother the 

truth: “Mom, I don’t want to marry this early. I want to study abroad in China. I want to be the 

same as Chinese people, rolling up my sleeves and doing hard work, gaining the approval of all 

the world’s people!” With every mention of China or Chinese people, she gestures to the 

audience with both hands, breaking the fourth wall and inviting the audience into her story. This 

action makes it clear that this sketch is for the Chinese viewers, and some live audience members 

receive this well: the camera switches to a shot of a Chinese audience member giving two 

thumbs up in approval, as audience members behind him smile and clap. Whether or not this 

audience member’s reception was widely felt, the cameraman’s choice to focus on his clear 
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physical approval and editors’ choice to cut to that shot at that moment signals to other viewers 

that they, too, ought to approve of Carrie’s mindset.  

 
Figure 5. A live audience member visibly expresses his approval 

When Carrie’s mother asks her why she didn’t confess her true feelings earlier, she 

responds that she was fearful her mother wouldn’t agree. Carrie’s mother responds, “Why 

wouldn’t I agree? When I was younger, it was a Chinese Medical Team that saved my life. Now, 

China’s children have come to Africa to build us a railroad and have even trained my Carrie to 

be so outstanding. I love Chinese people! I love China!” Audience members audibly cheer in 

approval of this exclamation of strong approval for China from a dark-skinned face. Through 

blackface, the Chinese producers are able to speak for Africa. 

The mother’s ambiguous account makes it difficult to corroborate her fictional account 

with any real Chinese policies taken. China has sent Chinese Medical Teams (CMTs) to African 

countries since 1963 after the withdrawal of French medical staff as a result of the African 

liberation movement, but a CMT was not sent to Kenya specifically until anti-malaria training 

programs were dispatched in 2003 .72 It is unclear whether the writers mean that the mother was 

aided by a CMT in another country, or if the writers are treating all African countries as a 

                                                
72 Li Anshan, Chinese medical cooperation in Africa (Uppsala: Nordiska Afrikainstitutet 2011). 
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monolith. Regardless, the mother’s dialogue continues to reinforce the Chinese narrative that 

Africans respond favorably to Chinese developmental aid. 

The sketch ends as the crowd from the beginning of the skit – including the plush giraffe 

puppet – rushes onto the stage as Carrie’s mother invites everyone to sing and dance. The crowd 

begins to cheer and whoop and parts to form a clearing for a singular dancer, dressed in what 

appears to be a traditional African mask. Behind the dancer, musicians play flutes and drums. 

The twenty-five second dance break ends as Zhang’s brother-in-law encourages everyone to 

wish Sino-African relations a brighter, fruitful future. As skit ends, dancers continue to dance on 

stage and the five main actors throw candy to the audience as “Waka Waka” plays over the 

sound system for one final time. 

The skit selectively contextualizes the African setting to accentuate China’s involvement 

in Kenyan development. Without the inclusion of the MNSGR, this skit could have occurred 

anywhere in Africa. In the case of the mother’s engagement with the Chinese Medical Teams, it 

seems that Kenya stands in for other African nations where China has sent humanitarian and 

developmental assistance. The producers, through using blackface and selectively 

contextualizing the African setting, are able to speak for Africa. The skit goes to great lengths to 

claim an African love for China, revealing a Chinese obsession with how other countries view 

China.  

 

Conclusion 

China’s preoccupation with its international image links the 2008 and 2018 CCTV Gala 

segments. In both skits, performed in different decades and political environments, there is a 

deep seeded need to be seen as successful in the global order. In the 2008 Gala, the Olympics 
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serve as the gateway for China to leave behind its past failures and establish equal standing with 

the West. China’s celebration of the future is deeply intertwined with a remembrance of its past 

humiliations. 

I argue that the same pessoptimism that is at the forefront of the 2008 segment lurks 

behind the scenes of the 2018 mini-drama. The 2018 skit establishes China’s dominance over 

Africa through its Belt and Road Initiative. Importantly, the official rhetoric around the Initiative 

frames it as a modern Silk Roads, harkening back to the international order before the West had 

colonized China. Even in the celebration of economic development there lies the humiliation of 

the past. Fulfilling the goals of the Belt and Road Initiative, exemplified in the world of the 2018 

skit, means achieving a status of economic competitiveness and, thus, equality with the West.  

These two Gala segments demonstrate the role of pessoptimism in driving China’s 

obsession with its image in Western eyes. China is preoccupied with emulating Western 

modernity because, for much of its recent history, the West has established itself as the standard 

of modernity. For China to redeem itself from its humiliations requires attaining those standards. 

This understanding will be useful as we move from the comparatively small CCTV Gala stage to 

the massive stadium floor of the 2018 Beijing Olympics Opening Ceremony. 
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Chapter 2: “We Are Family”: How Different is Too Different?  

 Hosting the 2008 Beijing Olympics was of special importance to China, as it was only the 

third Asian country to do so, following the 1964 Tokyo and 1988 Seoul Games. Both Japan and 

South Korean utilized their Olympic moments to recover and restage their international 

reputations after World War II and the Korean War, respectively. Specifically, the Olympics 

functioned as a “coming out party” whereby the two countries could demonstrate their 

achievement of a Western standard of modernity, exemplified in capitalist and liberal democratic 

development.73 

 China, too, had its specific humiliations that restricted its international reputation. These 

humiliations have so prominently figured in national identity formation that China scholar 

William Callahan describes China as a “pessoptimist” nation: one which heavily relies upon its 

national humiliations, in addition to national celebrations, to build nationalism. Understanding 

the limits of pessoptimism – what the humiliation curriculum includes and excludes – will be key 

to understanding how China crafted its image in the 2008 Beijing Olympics Opening Ceremony. 

China’s pessoptimism is centered around a century of international humiliations between 

1840 and 1949, including indirect colonization at the hands of Britain, the United States, France, 

and other Western nations during the treaty-port system at that time.74 As a result of China’s 

losses in the 1832 and 1856 Opium Wars, the government was forced to open five ports along its 

coastline to Western traders, who were freed from Chinese regulation. Other events from this 

time period that also figure prominently in China’s national humiliation education include 

                                                
73 Richard Espy, The Politics of the Olympic Games (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), 76. 
74 Spence, 158. 
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Japanese imperialism leading up to and during World War II, the Nanjing Massacre, and 

domestic uprisings.75 

 The construction of pessoptimism, however, does not remember the failures of the 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP). One such ignored party-state failure is the 1989 Tiananmen 

Massacre, in which the CCP deployed the national army to crackdown on pro-democracy 

protesters gathered in Tiananmen Square.76 Another notable policy includes the 1958 Great Leap 

Forward, Mao’s goal of fully industrializing the nation in five years through local communes and 

the exaltation of the Chinese peasant over the intellectual.77 The agricultural policies of that time 

exacerbated the effects of natural drought and weather patterns, resulting in the 1959-61 Great 

Chinese Famine, which caused tens of millions of deaths.78 

 This chapter analyzes a broad overview of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Opening Ceremony 

cultural presentation, focusing on how each segment characterizes China’s past and present. My 

method of analysis continues to rely on close readings of the performance. In this chapter, I will 

particularly note overarching themes that tie different segments together, drawing from 

commentary given during the Chinese Central Television (CCTV) and American National 

Broadcasting Company (NBC) broadcasts of the Ceremony. I utilize NBC commentary because 

it represents one of the most significant Western audiences of the Opening Ceremony. American 

market research group Nielsen Company estimates over 2 billion viewers watched the Opening 

Ceremony, with 65 million Americans tuning in.79 Analyzing NBC commentary will help to 

understand the perspectives of the Western audiences China was preoccupied with impressing. 

                                                
75 Callahan, 38-39. 
76 Spence, Modern China, 562. 
77 Ibid, 515. 
78 Ibid, 697. 
79 Jonathan Landreth, “Olympics draw impressive ratings worldwide,” Reuters (August 10, 2008).  
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 I continue to utilize Guy Debord (1967)’s Spectacle-image dichotomy80. Debord 

conceptualizes the Spectacle as the ruling system of the world that is mediated by images. In the 

case of this thesis, cultural performances function as the images that distract from the Spectacle. 

In the previous chapter, my analysis of two CCTV Chinese New Year Gala performances (the 

images) revealed China’s desire to attain success as defined by Western modernity (the 

Spectacle). 

 The Opening Ceremony is naturally divided into two acts, performing China’s history 

and present/future. 

In act 1, the ceremony’s depiction of technology serves to modernize its history, 

emphasizing China’s international competitiveness even during the dynastic era. In act 2, the 

producers then introduce the dual trope of children and the environment. These two symbols 

suggest China’s buy-in to the Olympic message of universalism and its willingness to cooperate 

with the West in providing for future generations. This presentation of China’s past and future 

leaves out the involvement of China’s communist past.  

I argue that, in the Opening Ceremony, the Chinese state attempts to portray itself as 

technologically advanced and willing to partner with the West in working toward universal 

goals. This image, as well as the silence around China’s socialism, reveals that China is still 

trying to appeal to Western modernity in its attempt to achieve parity with the West. 

 

Act 1: Advanced Histories 

 The opening ceremony was divided into two parts, split between China’s ancient 

(dynastic) civilization, and China’s contemporary society. In the first act, director Zhang Yimou 

                                                
80 Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (Detroit: Black and Red, 1967). 
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(张艺谋) and assistant director Zhang Jigang (张继钢) chose to present China’s dynastic past 

primarily through its four major technological inventions: fireworks/gunpowder, papermaking, 

movable typesets, and the compass. The producers embed several other aspects of Chinese 

dynastic civilization into the performance, including drums, opera, and music. In this section, I 

will focus primarily on the aspects of the ceremony which feature Chinese technology, whether 

ancient or modern. Specifically, I interpret technology as a stand-in for China’s past 

technological advancement.  The section will proceed chronologically according to the order of 

the Opening Ceremony.  

 

LED Drums, CGI Fireworks, and Modernity. 

The Opening Ceremony begins with fireworks running along the interior perimeter of the 

National Stadium, more commonly known as the Bird’s Nest, as an image of an ancient Chinese 

sundial appears on the LED screen that encircles the rim. A wide shot of the stadium reveals two 

thousand and eight neatly organized lights beginning to appear on the stadium floor, forming 

various patterns as a precursor to the countdown that is about to begin. As the television cuts to a 

close shot of the performers, viewers, with the assistance of commentators, recognize each 

individual light as part of a fou (缻), an ancient Chinese drum. The lights in the stadium shut off, 

revealing that the drumsticks, too, are designed to glow in the dark.  
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Figure 4. The illuminated fou drums. 

Upon the conclusion of this segment, the cameras switch to an aerial shot of Beijing, 

following 29 footprint-shaped fireworks that led from Tiananmen Square in the center of Beijing 

out to the Bird’s Nest. Chinese Central Television (CCTV) commentators note that the Olympic 

Green and the Olympic Forest Park, a large park created for the Olympics adjacent to the 

National Stadium, have thus become Tiananmen Square’s neighbors. The unity of these three 

landmarks, in the commentator’s words, have linked together the past and present of the city.  

The footage broadcasted on television featured animated computer-generated images 

(CGI) instead of a live feed of the actual fireworks, which did not become apparent until a 

newspaper article was published the next day. While the fireworks were actually set off during 

the live ceremony, the organizers contended that filming the fireworks from a helicopter would 

be too dangerous, necessitating the doctored footage.81 The modern technological advancements 

of animation and CGI enhanced the past invention of fireworks, if only for viewers who were 

watching from their television sets at the time, linking the past and present of Chinese 

technology. 

The commentary provided during the broadcast, too, underscores the technological 

advancement of these feet in this feat. American National Broadcasting Company (NBC) 

                                                
81 Trong Gia Nyugen, “Cai Guo-Qiang Responds to Olympics Fireworks ‘Controversy’,” Art21 Magazine (August 
22, 2008). 
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commentator Matt Lauer, at the start of the fireworks segment, tells viewers, “you’re looking at a 

cinematic device employed by Zhang Yimou here. This is, actually, almost animation here.” His 

co-commentator Bob Costas chimes in at the end of the segment and adds, “we said earlier that 

aspects of this opening ceremony are almost like cinema in real time, well this is quite literally 

cinematic.”82 Their statements making it unclear if these fireworks are computer-generated or 

simply very well-choreographed. This ambiguity heightens the complexity of these fireworks: 

the footage could be a live stream of an extremely well-executed fireworks show, one so perfect 

that it teeters on the verge of animation. 

The opening sequence combines traditional cultural motifs (sundials, fous, and fireworks) 

with modern-day technologies (the LED screen lining the stadium, LEDs embedded in each 

drum, and CGI fireworks). Viewers cannot trace the scene to a specific time period in history: 

the performance at once depicts ancient scenes but with a modern twist. The ceremony begins 

with a technologically-advanced presentation of a piece of Chinese history, setting the tone for 

the rest of the ceremony: Chinese history, represented by technological innovations, is stripped 

of its original context and repurposed to showcase China’s modernity. 

 

Paper-Making, Printing, and Confucianism.  

After the national anthem and flag raising, which I will discuss in further detail in Chapter 3, the 

screen fades to a pre-recorded segment documenting the ancient Chinese process of making a 

painting, including the paper-making process. Actors in the clip wear traditional Han Chinese 

clothing, and the soundtrack shifts from a Western orchestral score to a lonely guqin (古琴), a 

traditional Chinese zither. The footage smoothly transitions from paper making to painting to 

                                                
82 https://www.bilibili.com/video/av5007840?from=search&seid=13556445903825013082  
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binding and mounting the art onto a scroll. An animated scroll on screen rolls up and fades to a 

shot of a giant LED scroll on the floor of the stadium.  

This scroll unfurls to reveal a large sheet of paper centered between the two ends of the 

scroll. As the guqin continues to play, dancers dressed in black step onto the paper and begin to 

dance. Some of their movements leave ink traces on the paper, resulting in a shanshui painting 

(山水画, mountain and water), which mysteriously lifts itself into the air before the stadium 

blacks out again. 

When the lights come back on, a large, organized, group of men is gathered on the floor. 

They wear long robes and carry bound strips of bamboo, the Chinese predecessor to paper. They 

chant lines of Confucian texts, responding to an unseen caller.  

As the men keep chanting, rows of oversized Chinese movable type blocks, another 

significant invention of the Chinese dynastic era, rise in the middle of the scroll to replace the 

painting. The blocks rise and fall, creating various patterns such as waves, ripples, and even an 

outline of the Great Wall of China. Periodically, the blocks fall to reveal different historical 

iterations of the Chinese character for harmony, 和 (hé), a key tenant of Confucianism. At the 

end of the segment, men pop out from underneath each block, revealing that the choreographed 

dance was completely achieved by humans. 

The subject of this segment is not so much the technological innovations of paper and 

movable type, but rather the culture surrounding those innovations – specifically, Confucianism. 

The painting reveals Confucian aesthetics of simplicity and beauty, and the men surrounding the 

movable type blocks recite Confucian sayings, much as Confucius’ disciples would have.  
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In featuring Confucianism within such an artistically choreographed ceremony, the 

ceremony producers equalize its standing with contemporary ideologies of the day. The LED 

scroll and movable type blocks deliver a Confucian aesthetic through more technologically 

advanced, and thus modern, mediums. Technology again bridges the gap between the traditional 

and the modern. The contradiction between tradition and modernity has been nullified. 

 

The Compass, Exploration, and Parity with the West. 

The producers then turn the audience’s attention to an exhibition of Chinese opera, which NBC 

omitted from its coverage of the Ceremony. Records show that the segment was originally 

supposed to present the terracotta warriors in Xi’an. After a CCP leader raised concerns that such 

an overt display of militarism might contradict the image of inclusion and peace, the scene was 

changed to Chinese opera a week before the performance.83 The absence of this scene, then, 

demonstrates the state’s intended message through the ceremony of inclusion and peace. 

I will not be discussing the opera section, as it seems that neither official nor popular 

attention was particularly fixated on this performance. Rather, this scene, set in a corner of the 

stadium, functioned primarily to allow performers to transition between the paper segment and 

the next, larger performance. In this next segment, the producers turn the focus of the ceremony 

to China’s international exploration: its roles in the Silk Roads and naval exploration (the “Silk 

Road on the Sea”), made possible by the Chinese invention of the compass.  

 This chapter opens with a new color palette: instead of the red and gold of the fous and 

fireworks or the gray and blue of the movable type blocks, the stadium is now filled with yellow, 

green, and orange: colors which evoke the imagery of the Central Asian deserts. A solitary 
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dancer, dressed in a flowy outfit of the same colors, stands atop the artwork completed in the 

previous segment. A crowd of performers holds the artwork aloft on lanterns, rendering the 

surface of the artwork dune-like. In this desert, the dancer is the only sign of life or culture: she 

is the bearer of gifts to the world. 

 The emphasis on Chinese agency and cultural greatness continues only a few minutes 

later, as the segment travels from the Silk Roads to China’s maritime explorations, famously led 

by explorer Zheng He (郑和), who made contact with West Asia and East Africa. Men holding 

large oars march onto the stadium floor and surround the perimeter of the scroll. Colorful images 

of ships, representing Zheng’s seven voyages, are painted across the yellow oars, which the men 

maneuver to form patterns. A man holds a compass in the center of the stadium, as the LED 

scroll around him shows images of tea leaves and porcelain, among other images of seafaring 

expeditions. 

 

Figure 5 A wide shot of the stadium floor during the sea-faring segment 

Indeed, the massive scale of this segment evokes a sense of grandeur: the oars are the 

largest props used thus far, and the men are spread across the entire stadium floor, the widest 

reach the ceremony had seen at that point. This effect is not lost on television viewers either, as 
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most of the footage is devoted to wide shots of the entire stadium floor, and less to close shots of 

the individual performers.  

This is also the first segment on technology which doesn’t feature new modern 

technology in its performance: only the LED scroll from the previous scene presents any 

indication of China’s contemporary technological development. Rather, the success of the 

performance depends on the coordination of the human performers: they have replaced lights and 

computer-generated images as the focus of grandeur. What is more, the performance is equally 

captivating without the inclusion of new lights and technology. The producers do not have to rely 

on shiny props to put on a breathtaking show: the Chinese body is enough, a theme I will expand 

upon in Chapter 3. 

This portrayal of Chinese exploration serves to establish cultural parity with the West. 

Featuring the compass reinforces the trope of Chinese technological advancement set forth 

throughout the preceding performances. The performance of the Silk Roads and Zheng He’s 

naval voyages establishes an image of both peaceful international relations and parity with the 

West. This is the first segment that features China’s relations with the outside world, and the 

producers are careful to depict peaceful interactions based around trade. The images projected on 

the screens of tea and porcelain reinforce this point. Additionally, the inclusion of the Silk Roads 

harkens back to a time when China and Europe were equal trading partners, before China’s 

humiliations. In this segment, the producers establish an image of desiring to relate peacefully to 

other nations as equals. 

 The soundtrack cuts out and the stadium fades to black as rows of women dressed in 

traditional Chinese dresses of various colors fill the stage. This next segment spotlights Chinese 

music, paintings, fashion, and dance. As it did not feature a Chinese invention, nor did the 
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performance include new technologies, I will not analyze it in further detail. What is important, 

however, is that this scene concludes the portion of the ceremony which portrays China’s past: 

the stadium floor again blacks out and fireworks spark from the rim of the stadium ceiling. 

 In this act, three of the five segments deal directly with Chinese technology. These 

symbols depict China’s past as being technologically advanced, peaceful, and marked by a desire 

to share its culture with the world.  

 

Act 2: Universal Futures 

 The rest of the artistic ceremony deals with China’s present and future. Zhang Yimou 

continued to direct this portion while Chen Weiya (陈维亚) replaced Zhang Jigang as assistant 

director for the second half. I note the repeated tropes of nature and children in my analysis of 

this portion of the Opening Ceremony. I argue that the inclusion of these symbols suggests a 

draw toward modern values of liberal democracy and universalism, both largely dictated by the 

West. Furthermore, the ending of the Ceremony demonstrates that China has chosen to at least 

present a face of cooperation with the West in a spirit of familiarity. 

 

 Shimmering starlight and the Olympic stadium: The coming of the modern age. 

After the dramatic ending of the first half, this section begins much more simply. A single white 

grand piano sits atop the painting in the center of the stadium. A title bar appears on the screen of 

the CCTV Broadcast, entitling this segment “Starlight” (《星光》, xīng guāng). Behind the 

keyboard sit renowned Chinese concert pianist Lang Lang and a young Chinese girl, both 

dressed in shiny silver and blue outfits. They play simple melodies and flowing arpeggios over a 
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shimmery synth pad. A large group of performers clothed in form-fitting neon green outfits line 

the top of the LED scroll, which glows with rainbow neon patterns. They run across the floor of 

the stadium, suits illuminated with embedded LEDs, to create dazzling formations, such as a 

giant dove or the Chinese National Stadium, the Olympic stadium also known as the Bird’s Nest. 

The LED scroll now depicts a large grassy field, tying together the images of nature present in 

this segment. A second girl, holding a kite, floats above the performers.  

 

Figure 6 The depiction of the National Stadium (Bird's Nest) 

 This opening segment of the second half audibly and visually emerges into the modern 

age. Both the musical soundtrack and visual presentation start very simply, with only Lang 

Lang’s piano present. By the end of the segment, however, the piano plays harmoniously amidst 

a full orchestral soundtrack. Two thousand and eight performers in blinking LED suits surround 

them, forming complex patterns.  

 The climax of the scene begins the moment the performers form the Bird’s Nest on the 

floor and the audience audibly cheers for the most intricate of the performers’ formations. Their 

LED suits continue to blink. This moment visually links the Olympics, represented in the Bird’s 

Nest, with modernity, echoing the Japanese and Korean models of Olympic hosting. The 

Olympics have opened the door for China to enter into this modern age. 
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Taiji and harmony with nature: naïve hopes or realistic aspirations? 

After this segment, the stadium floor again blacks out. The title bar reveals that this next segment 

is entitled “Nature” (《自然》, zìrán). Ten performers dressed in white gowns form a large 

circle on the unlit LED scroll. They practice the Chinese martial art of taiji (太极, also spelled 

T’ai chi). Images of the four elements are projected onto screens behind them and on the LED 

rim of the Stadium as the rest of the lights fade out. 

When they return, a group of school children sits atop the shanshui painting in the middle 

of the scroll. Their teachers, indistinguishably, ask them questions as the children respond. Two 

thousand and eight performers, all dressed in the same white robes as the previous taiji 

performers, now surround the painting in a circular formation and practice taiji. The CCTV 

camera cuts back to shots of the school children, who are now coloring the painting with 

oversized crayons. As they do so, they repeat short phrases about climate change, alternating 

between English and Mandarin Chinese: “大气变暖了。The Earth is warming. 冰川融化了。

Ice cap is melting. 土地变小了。Land becomes smaller.” 

The CCTV commentators begin talking at this point, summarizing what is happening 

during the segment. They focus not on the taiji performers, but on the children coloring the 

shanshui painting and extoll their innocent hopes for a better environmental future. Indeed, while 

the commentators’ voiceover plays, the children cease their comments on climate change and 

begin to describe a more hopeful future, one in which their participation in planting trees and 

seeds will result in green lands, blue skies, and the return of spring and birds. Animated birds are 
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then projected onto the stadium’s LED rim, representing the arrival of their long-awaited Spring. 

The painting they have been coloring also rises above the stadium floor, revealing that the 

children have colored the shan (山), or mountains, green and the shui (水), or water, blue, in 

addition to adding a smiling face to the sun. After a few moments of celebration, the stadium 

again blacks out. 

 

Figure 7 The school children welcome the birds as the colored shanshui painting rises above the stadium floor 

 This segment ties together the two tropes of children and nature in one message: we must 

work to protect the environment for our children’s sake. That the environmentalist message 

comes from the mouths of children in this segment reaffirms its hopefulness and establishes a 

collective responsibility to move toward a greener future.  

The painting and inclusion of taiji also symbolically ties together the future and the past, 

borrowing elements of Chinese dynastic culture to create a greener future. I read the producers’ 

message as being that modernity does not involve banishing all elements of the past, but rather 

drawing from history in creating a better future. 

 

 Taikonauts and globalism: a future of East-West partnership? 

The spotlight shines on two taikonauts, or Chinese astronauts, descending from mid-air as the 

title bar notates the start of a new section, entitled “Dream” (《梦想》, mèngxiǎng). The LED 
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scroll now projects a shimmering ball, presumably a star or a planet. The CCTV commentators 

note that these taikonauts, who journey down to the ball, are on the age-long quest to understand 

the mysteries of the universe. One taikonaut knocks on the ball, causing the LED scroll to split 

apart, allowing a giant glowing orb to emerge onto into the stadium. The commentators note that 

this orb represents the Earth, our home, and invite all who are listening to share in their universal 

dream. One commentator enumerates a long list of what this dream entails: “peace, friendship, 

unity, development, the Earth becoming small, just like a family, embraces becoming broad, 

allowing us to embrace the whole world.”  

 The cameras then focus on two figures atop the orb. One is a Chinese singer, Liu Huan 

(刘欢), dressed in a simple black V-neck shirt. English singer Sarah Brightman, wearing an 

intricate white dress, stands next to him. They sing “You and Me/我和你,” the 2008 Beijing 

Olympic theme song. As Brightman reaches the chorus of the song, a large number of 

individuals on the stadium floor hold open umbrellas, each with the smiling face of a different 

child, all of different races and ethnicities. Fireworks explode above the stadium. This time, the 

fireworks are smiling faces, further enforcing this segment’s message of global friendship. 

 As the fireworks and cheering die down, Brightman begins to sing the chorus again, but 

in Mandarin Chinese. Liu Huan then joins, and they both finish the chorus, hand-in-hand, in 

English. “We are family,” they sing into a now-dark stadium. After the theatrics have been 

stripped away, only the message of global unity and friendship remains. A large firework display 

then closes the ceremony’s artistic portion. 
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Figure 8 Volunteers hold open umbrellas, decorated with smiling faces of various children, as Liu  
Huan and Sarah Brightman sing atop the glowing orb. 

 This segment utilizes the tropes of nature and children differently than the previous 

performance, but to a similar end. Rather than focusing on a concrete universal commitment to 

environmental sustainability, Zhang and Chen close the ceremony with a more nebulous theme. 

The abstractness of the starry imagery mirrors the abstract message of friendship in this closing 

segment. This friendship, inspired by a child-like openness, draws no distinctions between 

people. 

 

 In this second act, the tropes of children and nature serve to demonstrate China’s 

commitment to Olympic universalism. The school children’s lines in “Nature” speak of climate 

change in global terms, never specifying climate change’s impact on China itself. They even 

translate their own lines into English, ensuring both domestic and Western audiences are able to 

understand. At the same time, the producers include taiji masters and the shanshui painting, 

bringing Chinese values and aesthetics to this commitment to universalism. Embedded within 

China’s commitment to a sustainability is a presentation of universalism that retains Chinese 

culture. 

“Dream,” similarly, erases all boundaries between China and the world. Liu and 

Brightman sing interchangeably in Mandarin and English as they stand atop the world. Below 
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them, smiling faces of children of various races appear. Nature and children function to link 

China and the world, specifically the West. 

 If the first half of the ceremony presented a message of China’s unique, advanced 

dynastic history through its technology, this second half presents a very different message. While 

the first portrayed a Chinese culture that was very aesthetically distinctive from the West, the 

modern age bridges that distinction. Through images of children and nature, Zhang and Chen’s 

conceptions of modernity and the future draw upon universal experiences and ideas that are not 

unique to China. The future, then, is more akin to the school children standing alongside the taiji 

master or Liu Huan singing with Sarah Brightman: the convergence of traditional and 

contemporary, of the East and the West.  

 

Act 3: The Missing Link  

 Between the segments on Chinese dynastic civilization and Chinese modern society is a 

period of about ninety-six years that goes unnoted. The first half, depicting dynastic history, 

would have ended with the Qing dynasty in 1912. The second half of the artistic ceremony is 

situated within present-day (2008) China, meaning the two halves miss a time span of at least 96 

years in their telling of Chinese history. 

 This number is not exact for the simple reason that the ceremony itself does not 

distinguish between dynasties in its telling of China’s story. Commentators do not note dynastic 

changes between technological innovations, nor is the story told chronologically. For example, 

the section on Beijing opera came between the celebrations of movable typeset and the compass, 

but occurred last chronologically, as it was developed mostly during the Qing dynasty. 

Conversely, an artwork used in the latest segment on music (春遊晚歸圖, chūnyóuwǎnguītú, 
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Returning Late from a Spring Outing) originates in the much earlier Ming Dynasty in the 14th 

century. The producers compress the various dynasties into one historical period: the 

performance presents dynastic culture more than it does dynastic history. 

 Despite the lack of historic temporality, the distinct temporal difference between the two 

“acts” creates a feeling of historical story-telling, if only a simple dichotomy between the 

“dynastic then” and the “now.” For this reason, I will utilize the producers’ division of Chinese 

history: dynastic (before 1912) and modern (beginning with the 2008 Beijing Olympics). What 

remains is the transitionary period, spanning China’s Republican era and the early years of the 

People’s Republic of China (PRC).  

 The transitionary period thus remains the largest historical gap in the ceremony. Major 

events of this time period include international humiliations (the post-Opium Wars unequal 

treaty system, World War II and the later Chinese Civil War) and domestic failures (the early 

years of the PRC, including the failed Great Leap Forward and ensuing Great Famine).  

 China’s early socialist policies during this time,84 however, were not entirely disastrous, 

as evidenced by China’s immense economic growth since the Great Leap Forward. Maoist 

policies of land reform and collectivization removed the power of existing private industrial 

capital, sources of dissent that would have slowed economic growth. Later state interventions in 

the 1980s and 90s built upon the leveled social and political landscape to easily develop a state-

led market and economy.85 Between 1985-94, GDP grew about 7.5 per cent (government figures 

are upwards of 9 per cent, though their numbers are unrealistically high), much higher than 

                                                
84 While it would be more appropriate to term the state’s economic model as a command or mixed economy, rather 
than a pure socialist model, I will continue to use the term to describe the Chinese State’s economic interventions. 
85 Chris Bramall, Sources of Chinese Economic Growth, 1978-1996 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 
470. 
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comparable developing nations’ growth at the time.86 This economic and social growth allowed 

for the success of later free-market policies. 

 Zhang Yimou could have reasonably included a brief segment on the transitionary period 

to link China’s dynastic and modern eras. It would have contributed to a more natural storyline 

throughout the Opening Ceremony and exhibited China’s economic growth. This history, 

however, remains invisible. I will argue the Olympics’ Western audience provides a justification 

for the silence around China’s international humiliations, national failures, and economic 

successes. 

 While the Olympics are an international event, it has largely been dominated by 

European and North American countries. Paul Close, David Askew, and Xu Xin argue the 

Chinese motivation behind hosting the Olympics, especially as one of only three Asian nations to 

host the event, was to prove to the West that China is on par with Western global leaders.87 The 

Opening Ceremony thus had two major audiences: the domestic Chinese audience and the 

Western international audience.  

The producers could not evoke the history of international humiliations for the Western 

audience in the same ways the CCTV Gala producers could for the domestic audience in the 

2008 CCTV Gala (see Chapter 1). I read the silence of the treaty-port as China’s attempt to 

achieve equality with the West, which it would not be able achieve if it demonized Western 

nations in the retelling of its history.  

 Recognizing the history of China’s economic growth in the late twentieth century would 

require acknowledging the socialist policies which allowed for that growth. Doing so might also 

open the door to remember China’s domestic political failures or elicit negative associations with 

                                                
86 Ibid, 16-18. 
87 Close, Askew, and Xu, 127. 
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socialism. I believe the producers, in conversation with the Party, wanted to eliminate as much 

resistance as possible for the reception of China’s new image.  

Instead of using China’s socialism to explain its ability to economically develop, they 

choose to frame the Olympics as the catalyst. Attributing China’s rise to the Olympics affirms 

Western structures, strengthening the likelihood that the performance will be well-received and 

the new image of China accepted. 

I argue that this is because Olympic universalism requires political and economic 

conformance with the West’s conception of modernity more than cultural conformance. Within 

this Spectacle of Western modernity, China can keep its cultural distinctiveness but must 

conform to Western notions of correct political and economic values.  

Zhang Yimou did not ignore all aspects of dynastic Chinese society for the Western 

audience: in fact, the first half of the Ceremony glorifies all aspects which were presented. Most 

notably, Confucianism figured prominently in the paper-making and taiji segments, a significant 

departure from Judeo-Christian ethic of the West. The ceremony does not depict China as a 

carbon copy of Western nations – it retains some cultural distinctiveness. 

 

Conclusion 

 The image presented in the Opening Ceremony cultural performance utilizes three tropes, 

technology, nature, and children, to present a version of Chinese history that emphasizes its 

competitiveness with the West. Through incorporating modern technology in its depictions of its 

historical technological innovations, the directors emphasize that, in the dynastic era, China was 

ahead of its time. The heavy emphasis on children and the environment in the presentation of 

modern culture suggests China’s willingness to participate with the West in providing for a 
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global collective future using a uniquely Chinese ethic. Moreover, the portion ends with Sarah 

Brightman and Liu Huan, hand in hand, singing, in English, “We are family.” The Ceremony’s 

depiction of modernity necessitates Chinese cooperation with the West. 

 The Ceremony does not, however, present any mention of China’s legacy of communism, 

which would place it at odds with the West. Zhang Yimou and Zhang Jigang could have 

included a celebration of China’s socialist legacy as the necessary explanatory link between its 

dynastic and modern history: indeed, the country owes the brunt of its economic development to 

the policies of the early CCP. Instead, the directors depict the Olympics as the catalyst for 

China’s entry into modernity. 

 These tropes point to a Olympic universalism, which reveal the Spectacle of Western 

modernity. In the Opening Ceremony, China owes its modern development to the Western-

dominated Olympic community, a system that encourages liberal democratic policies as a part of 

its modern reform package. China has become entrenched in this definition of modernity and 

success because of its pessoptimist past, which orients the West as modern and strong. 
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Chapter 3: Spectacle as a Veil: Hidden Bodies, Hidden Identities 

 A few seconds after the presentation of the Olympic Rings during the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics Opening Ceremony, the stadium began to glow with a red light. A young girl’s voice, 

singing a patriotic melody, can be heard through the speaker. The cameras switch to footage of a 

large group of children, dressed in ethnic clothing and carrying the Chinese flag, walking across 

the stadium floor. The moment is, in many ways, unspectaculahoor: the choreography is devoid 

of massive synchronized dances and few special effects occur during this scene.  

 This two-minute segment, however, became the focus of international outrage when two 

separate controversies were leaked by Western media. The singing girl was found to have been 

lip synching to a recording of a different Chinese girl, and the children representing ethnic 

minorities were reported to have been drawn from a group of predominantly Han actors. The 

entry of the flag, a component of all opening ceremonies, attracted more attention than some of 

the later performances. This moment, laden with international controversies and symbols of 

nationalism, offers a prime insight into the producer’s construction of Chinese identity and the 

West’s reception. 

 The flag-bearing segment functions as an image of ethnic unity common in liberal 

democracies that distracts from the Spectacle of the Chinese State’s relationship with its citizens. 

Guy Debord theorized the Spectacle as the systems that shape and uphold society, which produce 

images – in this case, cultural performances – that affirm its own dominance.88 These images 

distract viewers from the reality of the Spectacle and cause image consumers to subconsciously 

accept the Spectacle as the norm. 

                                                
88 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle. 
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In this chapter, I argue that the Chinese state is willing to utilize all of its citizens, without 

regard for ethnic uniqueness, to present itself as a modern nation-state. In this segment of the 

Opening Ceremony, the producers employ children dressed in ethnic garb to present an illusion 

of unity-in-difference.  

 I begin with a historical overview of the 2008 Beijing Olympics’ significance for the 

Chinese State, as well as a brief summary of the Chinese State’s ethnic relations. I continue by 

offering a more descriptive overview of the flag-bearing moment in the Opening Ceremony, 

including Lin Miaoke’s (林妙可) lip syncing and the fifty-six children carrying in the flag of the 

People’s Republic of China (PRC). My analysis focuses on the discrepancies in Western media 

reports around the two components of this moment to extrapolate the Spectacle of state-citizen 

relations hidden behind the image of national unity. 

 This moment occurred within the first twenty minutes of the 2008 Beijing Olympics 

Opening Ceremony. The moment was important for the Chinese government, as China was only 

the third Asian country to be afforded the opportunity to host the summer Olympic games, 

following Japan’s 1964 Tokyo Games and South Korea’s 1988 Seoul Games.  

Both Japan and South Korea hosted the Games just twenty years after major wars in their 

nations’ histories: World War II and the Korean War, respectively. Hosting the Olympics 

allowed both countries the opportunity to showcase to the world the success of their post-war 

reconstruction. Japan showcased, through the 1964 Tokyo Games, that the legacy of the Empire 

of Japan was past and that, with the help of American intervention, its society had successfully 

modelled that of a liberal democracy.89 In preparation for the 1988 Seoul Games and under the 

                                                
89 Paul Close, David Askew, and Xu Xin, The Beijing Olympiad: The Political Economy of a Sporting Mega-Event 
(New York: Routledge, 2007), 129. 
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watchful eye of Western media, South Korea’s authoritarian government began to make 

provisions for a democratic constitution.90 In both cases, modernity meant conformity with 

Western societal structures: most visibly, liberal democracy and capitalism. 

China would have been well acquainted with the significance of hosting the Olympics as 

a rite de passage, especially for Japan and South Korea as post-war Asian nations. China’s sport 

culture, as Western audiences would recognize it, developed as a part of Westernization efforts 

from Chinese intellectuals in the early 20th Century.91 Seeing corruption and weakness in the 

Qing dynastic government, these intellectuals argued for adoption of Western reforms as a means 

of strengthening their society. Even a century prior to the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and some sixty 

years before the Tokyo Olympics, Chinese scholars equated strength and modernity with being 

Western. 

The importance of leveraging the Beijing Games to demonstrate modernity was only 

augmented by China’s humiliations in its 20th Century history. The early decades were marked 

by colonial humiliation at the hands of Japan preceding World War II and Britain, France, the 

United States, and other Western nations after its losses in the 1842 and 1860 Opium Wars.92 

Both the Chinese state and the public have engaged in commemorating and remembering these 

events through officially sanctioned national humiliation textbooks and popular media.93 China 

scholar William Callahan terms the centrality of this memory of national humiliations in creating 

national identity “pessoptimism.”94 

                                                
90 Tobin Im, The Experience of Democracy and Bureaucracy in South Korea (Bingley: Emerald, 2017), xxix. 
91 Close, Askew, and Xu, 146-147. 
92 Spence, 158-160. 
93 Callahan, 33. 
94 Callahan, 12. 
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The 2008 Beijing Olympics provided the perfect opportunity for the Chinese state – the 

government and CCP – to change the country’s international image, especially through the 

cultural performances in the Opening Ceremony, and especially to Western audiences. Like 

Japan and South Korea, this required demonstrating a level of modernity as defined by the West: 

capitalism and liberal democracy. In this chapter, I will address China’s relationship with 

modernity as demonstrated by the image of ethnic diversity in the flag-raising segment. 

Because a large motivation of the Olympics Opening Ceremony was to present a new 

face to Western audiences, I will examine both Chinese and Western media coverage of the 

Opening Ceremony. In analyzing the performance itself, I will use archives of both the Chinese 

Central Television (CCTV) and American National Broadcasting Company (NBC) broadcasts of 

the Opening Ceremony. To understand the controversies around this specific moment, I will pull 

from various Western news outlets’ coverage. I utilize this comparative analysis to argue that the 

Western involvement in the Spectacle of liberal democracy, which simultaneously values 

governance by the majority and ethnic unity-in-difference, blinds its media from fully critiquing 

the Chinese State’s actions. 

 Comparing Western and Chinese media coverage of the flag raising will require an 

understanding of Chinese ethnic relations. I rely on Xiaowei Zang’s 2015 overview of ethnic 

relations in China in understanding the context for this segment. His work not only summarizes 

the statistical breakdown of Chinese minorities, but also analyzes the historical formation of 

these groups and China’s broader attitude toward minority relations. 

Ethnic groups in China, as the Chinese government today officially recognize, are a fairly 

recent construction, having been created in the 1954 Ethnic Classification Project, with the 

exception of the majority Han (汉) nation. As early as the Han Dynasty between 206 BC and 220 
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AD, the Han people were defined as those who lived in the Chinese Empire. Non-Han peoples 

were referred to as barbarians and categorized according to their geographic positions, relative to 

the Han: the Yi to the east, Rong to the west, Man to the south, and Di to the north.95 The 

concept of an ethnic group (民族, mínzú), however, only made its first appearance in the late 

nineteenth century.96 Chinese scholars at the time, such as Liang Qichao (梁启超), drew upon 

the idea of an identifiable Han ethnicity in order to unite the nation against foreign powers. 

During that period, other loose ethnic categories existed, but it was not until 1954 that formal 

categorizations were established. 

 The effort began in 1949 when the CCP came to power after the Chinese Civil War and 

began to form the National People’s Congress (NPC) in order to establish a constitution. In an 

attempt to demonstrate legitimacy and gain greater support from the country, the CCP chose to 

allocate congressional seats to minority social groups, including women, intellectuals, and non-

Han ethnic groups.97 These ethnic groups, however, were self-reported, resulting in over 400 

ethnicities being registered, each requiring their own representative. Unwilling to flood the NPC 

with so many ethnic representatives, yet still wishing to gain popular support by recognizing 

ethnic differences, the CCP established the Ethnic Classification Project. 

 Chinese ethnologists led the Project and based the classifications primarily on two 

factors: an ethnic group’s self-consciousness (whether interviewed individuals would personally 

identify with an ethnic label) and cultural distinctiveness (marked by language, history, religious 

affiliation, or stage of economic or social development). Importantly, the Han officials who were 

to be the ones delineating distinctive cultures in each region were often from other parts of 

                                                
95 Xiaowei Zang, Ethnicity in China (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), 6. 
96 Ibid, 11. 
97 Ibid, 12. 
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China. As such, groups in peripheral provinces who self-identified as Han but practiced local 

customs different from the officials’ would eventually be labeled as minority ethnicities98.  

At the end of the 1954 Ethnic Classification Project, which was completed in just six 

months, thirty-eight minority nationality groups, in addition to the Han majority, were 

recognized. Ten years later, the number increased to fifty-three for unknown reasons, with the 

Lhoba and Jino ethnic groups being added to the list in 1965 and 1979, respectively. Thus, by 

1990, the Chinese State confirmed the existence of fifty-six ethnic nationalities, which has since 

remained stable, despite unrecognized nationalities’ petitions to be officially recognized. 

 The official policy toward non-Han ethnic groups during the dynastic period, the 

Republican period, and the current CCP rule, followed the Confucian philosophy of ronghe (融

合), or assimilation into Han civilization. In the dynastic context, the philosophy demanded so-

called uncivilized peoples, such as the Yi, Rong, Man, and Di barbarians, to renounce their ways 

and, through learning and practicing Han ways, partake in a harmonious Han society99.  

 Dr. Sun Yat-sen (孙中山), early leader of the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) and the 

Republic of China (ROC), slightly modified this to apply to five ethnic groups: the Han, 

Manchu, Mongol, Tibetan, and Hui (Muslims). He argued that all five groups stemmed from the 

same Chinese people (中华民族, zhōnghuámínzú), and should be territorially united100. Non-Han 

groups would be assimilated into a single people, dominated by the Han majority. They would 

thus be offered self-determination as long as it didn’t entail cessation. 

                                                
98 Ibid, 14-15. 
99 Ibid, 19. 
100 Ibid, 21. 
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 The CCP continued to build upon the ronghe philosophy, arguing that non-Han groups 

were weak, small, and socioeconomically undeveloped, while the Han majority was culturally 

and economically developed. As such, official rhetoric states, the non-Han groups were drawn to 

the Han, who would then lead them into modernity through socialism101. Attempts at 

assimilation in this period includes the establishment of Mandarin as the official Chinese 

language and simplified text as the official script, as well as the more ominous Uyghur prison 

camps in East Turkistan, formally known as Xinjiang (新疆, New Territories). Such policies 

have positioned the CCP as the instrument of the Han majority’s dominance. 

 At the same time, however, the CCP continues to utilize affirmative action policies, 

giving minority groups boosts on the university entrance exam (高考, gāokǎo), and seats in the 

NPC. Ethnic representatives are required perform their ethnicity by wearing the ceremonial garb 

of their people. The discrepancy between ronghe philosophy and actualized policy likewise 

manifests in the CCP’s preferential treatment of certain ethnic minorities over others. Zang 

argues that the State is more likely to give preferential treatment to ethnic groups that are useful 

for the CCP’s agenda or have a high likelihood of posing threats to national interests.102 For 

example, though the State has dealt harshly with the Uyghur Muslim minority group in East 

Turkistan, it also makes provisions for many Uyghurs to assume positions of power in local 

government and join the Party. Most significantly, the few Uyghurs who wish to participate in 

the CCP are able to do so more easily than the Hui Muslims, who are already quite assimilated 

into Han society, despite their common religious backgrounds. Zang posits that this preferential 

                                                
101 Ibid, 22. 
102 Ibid, 131. 
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treatment represents the CCP’s attempt to balance Uyghur separatism by cultivating Uyghur 

loyalists. 

 The Chinese state’s relationship with the ethnic minorities is complex and ever-changing, 

but the performance in the 2008 Opening Ceremony flag raising paints a much simpler picture. 

 

The Moment 

After the presentation of the Olympic rings, the Chinese National Stadium (nicknamed 

the Bird’s Nest, 鸟巢, niǎocháo) fades into a red light. The CCTV camera switches from an 

aerial shot of the stadium to a close-up of a young Chinese girl, Lin Miaoke (林妙可), dressed in 

a simple red dress, standing atop a set of red-felted risers. To her right and left stand an adult 

choir, all dressed in the traditional costumes of China’s fifty-six ethnic groups. She sings “Ode to 

the Motherland” (《歌唱祖国》, Gēchàng Zǔguó), a patriotic song written in commemoration 

of the first anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). The song often 

accompanies the entrance of the flag, leading it to be known as the “second national anthem” 

(Hu 2009).103 The camera sweeps around the singer, bringing into view a group of People’s 

Liberation Army, China’s national military, officers positioned to her left. 

                                                
103 Hu Yanzhe, “它被称为“第二国歌”——《歌唱祖国》(It's Called the "Second National Anthem" - "Ode to 
the Motherland," Tā bèi chēng wèi “dì èr guógē”——“gēchàng zǔguó”),” China National Radio (April 24, 2009). 
http://www.cnr.cn/09zt/aggq/zhishi/200904/t20090424_505313698.html  
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Figure 9: Lin Miaoke, right, with the adult choir 

   The screen fades to a high angle shot of the Chinese flag being carried across the stadium 

floor by a group also dressed in the costumes of the 56 ethnic groups. They walk in rows of four, 

linked hand-in-hand. It is not until an eye-level wide shot fades in that it becomes clear that these 

costumed actors are all children. The camera switches between a shot of Lin Miaoke, wide shots 

of the flag being carried in on the stadium floor, and close shots of the children, panning to show 

the full diversity of the group. When the flag reaches the front of the stadium, the children hand 

off the flag to the PLA officers and form two orderly groups, facing the flag raising, as the 

officers march up the risers to the flag poles. 

 
Figure 10: A wide shot of the fifty-six children, dressed in ethnic clothing, carrying the Chinese flag across the stadium. 

The specific shots of this scene differ slightly between the Chinese Central Television 

(CCTV) and American National Broadcasting Company (NBC) broadcasts. The NBC shots 

feature more close shots of the flag processional and reveals that a girl wearing Han ethnic garb 
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is positioned directly in the center of the group, at the head of the flag. The CCTV broadcast, on 

the other hand, never features this girl. 

 
Figure 11: A close-up shot of the Han ethnic child representative in the NBC broadcast. 

 As the song reaches its climax, the camera switches back to a close shot of Lin holding 

the last note, before showing various wide shots of the audience cheering and waving their hand-

held flags. The song fades out, and the announcer instructs the stadium to rise for the Chinese 

national anthem and the raising of the flag.  

 A brassy fanfare introduces the Chinese national anthem, “March of the Volunteers” 

(《义勇军进行曲》, Yìyǒngjūn Jìnxíngqǔ). The camera focuses on the PLA officers as they 

salute the flag raising, then switches between wide shots of the audience standing and closer 

shots of Chinese officials singing along with the anthem. The groups of people dressed in ethnic 

clothing and Lin Miaoke make no more appearances. 

 

The Controversies 

 This segment of the Opening Ceremony later generated controversial international news 

attention on two occasions, both involving China’s “faked” performances here. 

 On August 12, 2008, international news outlets including the American Associated Press 

began running stories on the Lin Miaoke, the girl who performed “Ode to the Motherland” on 
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screen. According to the chief music director of the games, Chen Qigang, seven-year-old Yang 

Peilin from Beijing had been originally selected to sing the “Ode,” but she wasn’t cute enough, 

so the directors chose Lin Miaoke to lip sync over the audio of Yang’s singing104. Chen noted 

that he came forward because Yang deserved to be credited and not hidden. In doing so, he 

frames this situation within a positive light: both Yang’s voice and Lin’s performance ought to 

be celebrated.  

 Just three days later, on August 15, 2008, another scandal broke out. The group of 56 

children representing the 56 ethnic minorities was reported as being a group of Han actors, rather 

than being a group including children from each ethnic group. The performers were reportedly 

hired from the Galaxy Children’s Art Troupe, which recruited mostly from the Han Chinese 

population. Wang Wei, vice president of the games, is reported as saying in a press conference 

that he didn’t know what these specific children’s backgrounds were: “it is typical for Chinese 

performers to wear different apparel from different ethnic groups. There is nothing special about 

it.”105 The presentation of ethnic unity, regardless of the children’s ethnic backgrounds, was 

unquestioned by Chinese officials. 

Indeed, much of this can be explained by the nature of ethnic relations and representation 

in China, as Wang Wei’s comments demonstrate. Minorities are represented largely visually by 

the inclusion of their traditional ethnic dress and costumes, and not necessarily their bodies. 

Neither China’s use of Han actors to represent ethnic minorities, nor Western media’s reactions 

to the falsehoods are surprising. If this incident is not outside of the norm of China’s relation to 

its ethnic minorities, what can this tell us? 

                                                
104 http://www.nbcnews.com/id/26153578/ns/beijing_olympics-beijing_olympics_news/t/young-olympics-singing-
star-didnt-really-sing/#.XLT11ZNKjOR  
105 Wang Wei in Belinda Goldsmith, “Ethnic children faked at Games opening,” Reuters, (August 15, 2008).  
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 These moments speak to the ceremony organizer’s treatment of Chinese (specifically 

Han) bodies. Most literature and popular news reports on the state of Chinese ethnic relations 

focuses on the state’s relationship with ethnic minorities, excluding the Han. I posit that the CCP 

supports the Han majority insofar as it supports the CCP’s goals. The Chinese state presents a 

hybrid modern Han girl: a blend of the best parts of Han individuals, while discarding those 

aspects of their identity which do not affirm the state’s agenda of spectacular modernity.  

 To understand the Spectacle, we must first understand the image: what ceremony 

producers were attempting to portray through the scene. I will first analyze the image of 

modernity represented by Lin Miaoke, then analyze the image of ethnic unity represented by the 

flag-bearers. 

 

Little Red Singing Dress: A Fairy Tale of Modernity  

The presentation of Chinese ethnic unity comes primarily from the visual representation 

and commentary provided, as there is no dialogue coming from the performers themselves. It is 

evident at first glance that the group of children surrounding the flag is different: they are 

visually set apart from the non-ethnicized Chinese people sitting in the stands. The camera 

resolution is not sharp enough to pick up on any of the performers’ physiological attributes, so 

the ethnic costumes serve as the primary and only point of differentiation.  

Lin Miaoke’s costume only accentuates this difference: she wears a knee-length dress, 

similar in style to many Western fashions. Her hairstyle and outfit would not have been out of 

place for a nine-year-old girl from any Chinese city at that time. Furthermore, she is the first 

performer on the stadium floor to be wearing a modern-style outfit: the drummers in the 
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preceding countdown segment were dressed in dynastic-style Han clothing. She is the first 

representation of the new, modern, 2008 China in this Ceremony.  

 

Figure 12: Lin's red dress. 

The visual juxtaposition of these costumes, then, immediately signals a tension between 

modernity, represented in Lin Miaoke’s Western dress, and the cultural heritage presented in the 

ethnic garbs. This tension is not presented as being necessarily negative. Rather, within this 

patriotic setting, the differences, and the unity-in-difference, are celebrated. Past and present; 

Uyghur, Miao, Tibetan, Bai, and Han, all come together in their love of the Motherland. 

The costumes essentialize ethnic minorities into their traditional clothing. Even in 2008 

China, these articles of clothing no longer functioned as everyday outfits, but as ceremonial garb, 

markers of their ethnic identity.106 These minorities are forced to perform their ethnicities, 

emphasizing their difference. I will proceed from this argument, as the literature on the 

performativity of Chinese traditional dress is already fairly substantial.  

Instead of focusing on the clothes themselves, my analysis will focus on the Han bodies 

inside of the outfits. These two controversies fundamentally speak to the Chinese State’s use of 

                                                
106 Loretta Chao and Jason Leow, “Chinese Children in Ethnic Costume Came From Han Majority,” Wall Street 
Journal, (August 14, 2008). https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB121866988423738751   
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certain bodies to replace others. The producers were willing to allow any children to assume the 

identities of different ethnic groups through their dress in order to present an image of national 

ethnic unity. Similarly, the producers chose Lin Miaoke’s body to represent the nation over Yang 

Peilin’s, simply because Lin’s was cuter. 

 

United Around One Flag: Flag-Bearers as Images of Ethnic Unity  

The flag-bearers might have incited less controversy had commentators made the 

identities of the group of children less central to the concept of ethnic unity of the scene. The 

CCTV commentator, for example, explicitly specifies that the group is comprised of “fifty-six 

children of each ethnic group.” Matt Lauer and Joshua Cooper Ramo, the NBC commentators for 

the Opening Ceremony, similarly interpreted this within a clear framework of national unity: 

“Now fifty-six children representing the fifty-six ethnic groups of China carry their nation’s 

flag… [It’s] hard to overstate the universal sense of pride.” Lauer and Cooper Ramo emphasize 

the unity of the children in their difference, recalling the American principle of E. pluribus unum 

– out of many, one. The scene strikes a chord with Western liberal democratic ideals of unity in 

diversity. Both sets of commentaries, along with the clear visual representation, suggest that 

these were children from the fifty-six ethnic groups, united in national love.  

 In a departure from Chinese State norms, which usually refer to the fifty-five ethnic 

minorities as a whole, excluding the Han majority, the commentators were careful to talk about 

all fifty-six ethnic groups as a homogenous whole. The Han ethnic group was represented among 

the flag-bearers with their traditional dress. All talk of division or majorities and minorities has 

ceased, and the ethnic groups were placed on equal planes. 
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However, the differences between the NBC and CCTV broadcasts reveal slightly 

contrasting messages. If the Han majority was being equalized with the other groups, it would 

make sense for the ethnic groups to all equally share screen time. The CCTV footage, broadcast 

to a (predominantly Han) Chinese audience, however, included no footage of the flag-holding 

girl representing the Han ethnic group, while allotting a significant amount of screen time – fifty-

one seconds, or about 35.9% of the length of the segment – to Lin Miaoke, the Han singer. NBC, 

broadcasting to an American audience, on the other hand, includes eighteen seconds of 

continuous footage of the Han representative (12.7% of the length of the segment and far longer 

than any other ethnic representative was given), and only nine seconds of footage of Lin Miaoke. 

Both center Han individuals, but to two different effects: NBC includes the ethnic representation 

of the Han over the modern Han, while CCTV centers Lin, the modern Han. 

Table 2: Length of screen time in CCTV and NBC broadcasts, by subject. 

Shot Subject Screen Time, NBC Screen Time, CCTV 
Far shots, flag-bearers 0:51 1:09 

Close shots, flag-bearers total 0:37 0:00 
Close shot, Han representative 0:18 0:00 

Lin Miaoke 0:09 0:51 
Total  2:22 

 

In doing so, CCTV signals to its Han-majority audience that ethnic representation is 

primarily meant to be consumed. The Han culture, as the majority and the norm, does not need to 

be consumed as a representation. Han-ness has become synonymous with Chineseness. 

Broadcasting the flag-bearing Han representative’s traditional, dynastic outfit is unnecessary 

when Lin Miaoke’s modern dress, pigtails, and song all embody present-day Han culture.  

Furthermore, the two networks’ editors chose to feature a wildly different range of shots 

in their broadcasts. NBC included thirty-seven seconds of close shots of the flag-bearers, 

capturing one to four individuals from the waist up in the frame. NBC viewers’ eyes are thus 
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directed to specific ethnic costumes, rather than the mass of fifty-six children walking. The 

footage in the CCTV broadcast, on the other hand, is entirely medium and far shots, including 

multiple people in the frame. CCTV viewers are drawn to the groupness of the flag-bearers, and 

not the unique ethnicities being presented. NBC focuses on the uniqueness of each ethnic dress, 

whereas CCTV emphasizes the unity of the group. In the Chinese broadcast, the ethnic groups 

are celebrated for their contribution to national unity, whereas the American broadcast celebrates 

the ethnic groups for their difference. Regardless of which specific aspect of this moment was 

most celebrated, the group as a whole was celebrated for its ethnic unity-in-difference. 

 

Accepting the Image 

The ambiguity of both Lin Miaoke and the 56 children’s true identities is mediated 

primarily by the size and medium of the Opening Ceremony. Viewers at home, even with the 

close-up shots of Lin and the flag-bearing children, would not be able to tell that Lin was lip 

syncing, nor that the children were not necessarily of the ethnicities they represented. The picture 

quality is too low, and the shots aired for too little time, to allow viewers in front of a television 

to closely analyze the individuals. Viewers in the stadium, too, would not have been able to see 

the particularities of the performers, as they would have been too far away. The size of the event 

and the broadcasting technology aid in the reception of the image, blurring the lines between the 

singer and the performer, the ethnically Han and the represented minority.  

On a different level, few viewers might have cared to carefully analyze the scene. 

According to Stuart Hall’s Reception Theory, viewers and audience members can decode media 

texts in three hypothetical ways: the dominant reading, that which the producer intended for the 

media; the oppositional, wherein the reader rejects the producer’s message and creates their own; 
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and the negotiated, a compromise between the two, wherein the viewer accepts some of the 

producer’s message and creates their own interpretation.107 Viewers are more likely to 

understand the intended meaning if they have similar aspects of their identity as the producer 

(age and culture, predominantly, as well as a shared value for the themes presented).  

As I note in Chapter 1, the Chinese state framed hosting the 2008 Olympics as being a 

moment of great pride for the Chinese people. Those who resonated with these themes of 

national pride would likely have focused on the patriotism of this moment and interpreted 

everything through this lens. For a Chinese viewer who is fully accepting the dominant narrative, 

Lin Miaoke’s singing and the children’s marching all becomes in support of national pride, with 

little reason to critique this reading. This nationalism aids in the Chinese audience’s reception of 

the dominant image of ethnic unity. 

Western audiences, too, would have resonated with this moment. Lauer and Cooper 

Ramo frame the moment as being one of enormous pride for all Chinese people, without 

mentioning any of the ethnic tensions during that time – specifically, the 2008 protests in Tibet 

and East Turkistan/Xinjiang. Even audiences that had previously heard of the protests would not 

have been prompted to recall recent news unless they were intent on oppositionally decoding the 

ceremony. As previously noted, Lauer and Cooper Ramo’s commentary recalls the principles of 

unity-in-difference familiar to audiences living in liberal democracies. The message of ethnic 

unity would have resonated with Western audiences, priming viewers to receive the dominant 

interpretation. 

The method by which this event was broadcast, in addition to the audience’s propensity 

toward a dominant reading, helps to frame this moment as one of national unity. The nationalism 

                                                
107 Stuart Hall, “Encoding/Decoding,” Culture, Media, Language, 128-138. 
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and ethnic unity of the flag-bearing segment, then, functions as an image of the Spectacle. To 

extrapolate the Spectacle from this image, we must return to the controversies.  

 

Body Subjugation: The Spectacle 

These controversies revealed that the Chinese State, through the Olympic ceremony 

producers, was willing to use its citizens’ bodies to achieve its goals. In the case of the flag-

bearing group, the producers were willing to allow any children assume the identities of different 

ethnic groups through their dress in order to present an image of national ethnic unity. In Lin 

Miaoke’s case, the producers chose a cuter girl’s body to represent the nation over the actual 

singer’s.  

Many Western media outlets, when discussing the flag-bearers, framed the issue within 

Chinese ethnic relations, and understandably so. Adorning Han children in ethnic minority 

clothing figures the issue of this moment as one of ethnicity. Conversations around lip syncer Lin 

Miaoke and singer Yang Peilin, however, never touched on ethnicity. Their controversy does not 

appear to be about ethnic relations, but rather about cuteness.  

The two portions of the moment, then, seem disconnected – one is about portraying 

ethnicity, and the other about standards of physical appearance. What links the two, however, is 

the Chinese state use of citizens’ bodies to achieve its own ends – body subjugation. Without this 

framework, we are left with a disjointed understanding of the producer’s deliberate choices 

regarding performers in this scene. Each decision made for the Opening Ceremony was 

intentional, but the importance of the flag as a national symbol would have ensured that the 

directors, Zhang Yimou and Zhang Jigang, paid special attention to this moment. 
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 These choices reveal that the CCP is willing to utilize its citizens’ bodies, without 

discretion for their ethnic group, as tools to present its image of modernity. Lin Miaoke’s Han 

body, dressed in her Western-style red dress, presents a cuter face (and Yang Peilin’s Han voice 

a better sound) for China’s Western-defined modernity. The flag-bearers present an image of 

ethnic unity-in-difference, regardless of their actual ethnic backgrounds, crucial to China’s 

performance of its conformance with modern liberal democratic ideals. The ceremony producers 

used all fifty-eight bodies, regardless of ethnicity, to create the image of a modern nation built 

upon liberal democratic values. The state was willing to utilize all of its citizens, including Han 

children, to achieve its goals of presenting a face of modernity. As a representation of state-

citizen relations, this moment is an “affirmation of the choices that have already been made in 

the sphere of” governance.108  

Both Chinese and Western audiences were blinded to this Spectacle, even after the 

controversies were uncovered, because of the strength of nationalism as a distracting image. For 

Chinese viewers, Yang Peilin’s self-sacrifice for the nation was admirable, while the Galaxy 

Children Art Troupe’s representation of ethnic minorities was normal. Western audiences and 

news outlets, similarly, were so enraptured by the flag-bearers’ false identities that they never 

considered the ways that the State might also be subjugating the majority ethnic group, 

represented by Yang Peilin and Lin Miaoke. Western media, analyzing the moment from within 

its own system of ethnic relations, would have taken for granted that the establishment (the State, 

the Church, the media) unreservedly supports the majority culture, blinding itself to the nuances 

of Chinese State’s ethnic relations. 

                                                
108 Debord, Society of the Spectacle. 
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 This argument should not be taken as a trivialization of the Chinese State’s subjugation of 

ethnic minorities, especially in non-performance venues. Nor do I wholesale reject the well-

established theory that the State’s system upholds the Han majority. On the contrary, this chapter 

demonstrates the value in analyzing and critiquing the majority ethnicity-establishment 

relationship in both Chinese and Western contexts, instead of taking its mutually-strengthening 

dynamics for granted. Rather, I posit the possibility that the state relates to the Han majority as it 

requires in order to achieve its goals of modernity. 
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Conclusion 

China has strived to dazzle international and domestic audiences in all three sites of 

analysis: the 2008 Beijing Olympics Opening Ceremony, the segment on Chinese Olympic 

history in the 2008 CCTV Chinese New Year Gala, and the 2018 Gala segment Sino-African 

relations. The special effects, choreography, and videography all work together to produce 

breathtaking performances. China reportedly spent tens of millions of dollars on the Olympic 

opening ceremony and an undisclosed amount of money each year on the CCTV Chinese New 

Year Gala. The production of national images through spectacular cultural performances seems 

to figure highly on the Chinese government’s list of priorities. Indeed, in the years following the 

1989 Tiananmen Massacre, one popular government slogan stated, “both hands seize, both hands 

must be strong” (两手抓两手都要硬, liǎngshǒu zhuā liǎngshǒu dōu yào yìng), referring to the 

state’s dual priorities of economic development and cultural propaganda109110. 

The dedication and care afforded to these events reveals the Chinese government’s 

insecurity over China’s fluctuating role, image, and future. If the 2008 Beijing Olympics 

represented its return to the global stage, then the past ten years have represented China’s 

struggle to forge its own identity. I argue that China seeks to succeed as a modern nation in a 

system where, for so long, the West has modernity. Far from becoming a rogue nation which 

unpredictably seeks its own gain, China’s actions mirror those of Western nations. Indeed, the 

most surprising aspect of China’s new position in the international sphere may be its rise. 

I argue that Callahan’s pessoptimism contributes to China’s definition of a modern nation 

that is inextricably linked, through the Spectacle, to Western liberal democracy. As such, my 

                                                
109 Anne-Marie Brady, Marketing Dictatorship: Propaganda and Thought Work in Contemporary China (Lanham: 
Rowman and Littlefield, 2008), 3. 
110 Elena Meyer-Clement, Party Hegemony and Entrepreneurial Power in China: Institutional Change in the Film 
and Music Industries (Abingdon: Routledge, 2016), 93. 
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work on Chinese cultural spectacles builds upon Callahan’s work to demonstrate the effects of 

pessoptimism on Chinese nationalism.  

In each of the previous chapters, my work has demonstrated the work of Spectacle in 

these cultural performances, which masks the presence of and longing for success defined by 

Western modernity.  

In Chapter 1, I examined the image of China CCTV producers wanted domestic 

audiences to see. The images presented in 2008 and 2018 differ in China’s role and relative 

position in the international order, but both revealed that China is still preoccupied with its 

international image, including its humiliation at the hands of Western powers. It strives to 

achieve parity with the West because, for so long, the West established itself as the bastion of 

modernity. Reckoning with its pessoptimism requires fulfilling those Western standards. 

The impact of this pessoptimism reveals itself more clearly in my analysis in Chapter 2 of 

the Chinese image to international audiences during the 2008 Opening Ceremony. The story of 

China included history presented through a celebration of ancient Chinese technology and a 

bright-eyed hope for a universal future but neglects Chinese socialism altogether. This narrative 

failed to include either the horrors of leadership failures or the successes of rapidly developing 

an agricultural economy during the transitionary period. The directors also excluded the pains of 

Western colonialism in China, a narrative which featured prominently in the CCTV’s narrative 

of Chinese Olympic history to a domestic audience, just six months prior.  

To an international (Western) audience at a moment of identity redefinition, neither 

China’s socialist past nor its history of international humiliations could make an appearance. For 

China to openly celebrate its socialist past, despite its recent shift away from such policies, 

would be to jeopardize the reception of its new modern image. Implicating the West in 
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colonization would have a similar effect. What was left was a decontextualized celebration of 

China’s ancient civilization and inventions and a fluffy hope for universalism. 

Finally, in Chapter 3, I examine the domestic implications of the image of ethnonational 

unity presented in the flag raising during the 2008 Opening Ceremony, an international event. 

The segment presented a doctored image of unity amongst the fifty-six Chinese ethnic groups 

through having a united group of children dressed in various ethnic costumes carry in the flag, all 

while a non-ethnicized girl sang a patriotic song. I argue that the focus on Chinese ethnic 

tensions led people, especially Western media outlets, to read the falsehoods as indicative of two 

separate issues in Chinese government-citizen relations. Commentators interpret the moment 

from within the Spectacle of ethnic tensions, which posits that the Chinese government supports 

the Han majority. This distracted from the true nature of the Chinese state’s relationship with its 

citizens. All of its citizens, not just ethnic minorities, are subject to modification in accordance 

with the state’s agenda: even a Han Chinese girl could not be spared from the act of disguising 

true bodies. 

 My argument is limited by its temporality. I engage mostly with events performed in 

2008, and much of China’s international position has since changed. While I believe that the 

Spectacle of Western modernity still haunts China today, more contemporary research will need 

to occur in order to more fully understand China’s relationship with Western modernity as 

demonstrated in cultural performances. 

Despite this limitation, this work still contributes to our understanding of China’s 

national images and the ways that these narratives shape its policies and aspirations. I have 

shown China’s entrenchment within the Spectacle of modernity.  
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To be clear, China is not alone in its subservience to this Spectacle: it is global and seeps 

its way into every nook of society. Western nations, from within the Spectacle, are unable to 

recognize China’s rise as following in their footsteps. Furthermore, this Spectacle blinds them to 

the global systems which entrap their own societies.  

Many Western criticisms of Chinese actions in the years apply to their own societies. The 

pursuance of capitalist policies that prioritize short-term economic gain over long-term 

environmental sustainability and repression of ethnic minorities have characterized the past and 

present of both China and Western nations. Western nations, from within the Spectacle (as those 

who created and propagate the Spectacle of modernity), hypocritically critique China. 

The implications of this research apply to all aspects of society: Spectacle is made 

manifest most clearly in performances, but its fingerprints are everywhere. The call to closely 

analyze society’s entrenchment in colonialism need not end with spectacular nationalism, but 

rather ought to drive our understanding and critique of everyday nationalism, what Michael 

Billig terms “banal nationalism.”111 

This work, though grounded in 2008 China, also has implications for our analyses of 

other Chinese Spectacles since. The Chinese State has continued to create and sponsor 

spectacular performances and exhibitions, including the annual CCTV Chinese New Year Gala, 

the 2010 Shanghai Expo, and the forthcoming 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics. Though the 

Winter Olympics have historically drawn less attention and money than the Summer Olympics, it 

will still serve as a rich site of analysis for China’s relationship with the West.  

I close echoing the words of Debord, who argues that self-emancipation from Spectacle 

requires that individuals be directly linked to universal history, ending the alienation of 

                                                
111 Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (Los Angeles: SAGE, 1995). 
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individuals from shaping history. The path forward for China is not to become a leader by the 

standards of Western modernity, but to free itself, together with the Western states which benefit 

from the status quo, from the Spectacle itself. 
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